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King, Patriot, Hero 

I have set my life upon a cast, 
And I will stand the hazard of the die. 
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- Shakespeare, Richard III 
(Act V, Scene 4) 

 

 

 

Colonia Roma  

D.F., MEXICO 

16 October, 2017 

     It is both with a touch of wistfulness and a certain measure of nostalgia that 

I present the current volume, as it was originally intended to have been a 

birthday gift for the Late King of Rwanda, H. M. Jean-Baptiste Kigeli V 

Ndahindurwa, who sadly passed away on 16 October, 2016, from heart disease 

and related ailments. The foregoing facts notwithstanding, I remain mindful 

that His Late Majesty would have genuinely enjoyed seeing in print an 

exploration of the role of the honors and decorations of the Nyiginya Dynasty, 

and of their place within the broader spectrum of contemporary nobiliary and 

chivalric distinctions. In that connection, I am therefore bold to dedicate this 

particular volume to both His Late Majesty, and to H.R.H. Prince Emmanuel 

Bushayija (titular King Yuhi VI), present Head of the Royal House of Rwanda, 

the latter as designated by His departed uncle and the Council of Abiru (Elders) 

of the Rwandan Kingdom in Exile. 

     This volume, which started out as a largely personal project, has turned into 

something that I hope will serve to elucidate and unravel the many disparate 

opinions that today exist with regard to the realms of nobiliary and chivalric 

honors, and in particular, with regard to those of the Nyiginya Dynasty of 

Rwanda, both during and after its time as the sovereign power of that 

centralized African state of the Great Lakes region. One need look no further 

than to the neighboring Kingdom of Burundi to imagine what the honors 

system might have become in Rwanda, had it been allowed to flower fully 
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during the early 1960s, but such, sadly, was not to be. Riven by foreign 

interference and a bitter internecine struggle between the old and the new, the 

Kingdom of Rwanda effectively disappeared in the wake of the Republic of 

Rwanda, except, of course, in the person of its fons honorum, the exiled King 

Kigeli V, and in the long-held faith of His followers and countrymen.  

     His Late Majesty's maintenance and invocation of His empowerment to 

bestow honors and titles, both in the Rwandan and in the European style, 

doubtless caused a certain level of controversy during the course of His lifetime, 

but His exercise of this vital regal prerogative always served to further the best 

interests of His Dynasty, and of His people, throughout His long and bitter exile. 

His entitlement to bestow such nobiliary and chivalric distinctions now resides 

solely with His personally-designated successor, H.R.H. Prince Emmanuel 

Bushyija (titular Yuhi VI), and is exercised by Him in the name of both His 

Royal Dynasty, and of His people, the Banyarwanda. Vive le Roi! 

- Stewart Addington Saint-David 
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Part One: 

HORA E SEMPRE 

The Institution of Nobility in History 

Hora e sempre. 

("Now and always.") 

- heraldic motto of the Earls of Pomfret and the Barons Hesketh  

 

     The worldwide popularity of the British television series, Downton Abbey, 

has fixed in the public mind a certain image of the English nobility in what 

was arguably its last moment of genuine effulgence, almost a century ago. 

This view has been cumulatively and progressively shaped by scores of BBC 

television dramas in recent decades, several popular films of the past fifty 

years, and countless works of romantic and heroic fiction throughout the 

course of the past two hundred years.  

     However, because of the prevalence of these sorts of British cultural 

output around the world, the general public’s notion of titled nobility is 

entirely skewed toward the UK model, and ignores the equally vibrant and 

meaningful nobiliary traditions of other nations and cultures. The aim of 

this study is, therefore, to explore the role of the ancient institution of 

nobility in the modern world, and to uncover the nature of its significance 

within the broader context of contemporary global culture.  

     According to such followers of the modern-day nobility as the Québécois 

writer Eric Dumoulin, “[N]obles still exist, even if they do not constitute a 

homogeneous social group.” In addition, Dumoulin raises an important 

related question: “[H]ave they ever been one?” This is indeed a fundamental 

issue, and one that conjures a host of others related to the public’s 

perception of those who descend from noble families, or who have 

themselves been ennobled by a sovereign in possession of jus honorum, or, 

quite simply put, “the right to bestow honors,” making him/her a fons 
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honorum, or “fountain of honors.”  

     According to Roger Le Moine, Professor Emeritus of French and 

Quebecois Letters at the University of Ottawa, “The nobility subsists, but 

in another way. If once it constituted a [social] class, it has now become a 

‘class consciousness,'which is to say that it can be found in a state of 

impunity, sheltered from the evolution of society, and from the decisions of 

the authorities.” It is precisely this sense of moral and social “otherness” 

that often distinguishes modern members of the nobility of any nation from 

their compatriots and foreign contemporaries. In many cases, whereas in 

the past many noblemen and noblewomen enjoyed immense personal power, 

wealth, and social status, in today’s more plutocratic world, only the 

prestige associated with adhering to a loosely-established “noble” code of 

conduct differentiates them from their fellows.  

     Although nobles were once an integral part of the social fabric of many 

countries of the world, during one or another of their respective periods of 

growth and development, today their role is greatly reduced, with recently 

ennobled individuals holding a largely honorific distinction, at best, within 

the various international social milieux in which they live and move. Eric 

Dumoulin writes astutely of the realities of the modern nobility, and of those 

who carry such titles. “In the 21st century,” he avers, “one is aware of the 

fact that nobility is no more than an affair of titles.” Indeed, he asserts, “It is 

above all a state of being and a moral quality which can and must be 

transmitted, like the family name, from generation to generation.” Thus it 

can be seen that the heritable moral aspect of nobility remains paramount, 

despite the ever-changing nature of modern society.  

     This, then, is perhaps the most important and useful function of nobility 

today: to constitute a mechanism of recognition and edification that is at 

one and the same time a powerful conduit of inherited virtue and of 
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distinguished personal merit, both of which qualities should be passed on to 

future generations as a precious inheritance, but also as a legacy that 

imposes the moral burden of such accumulated distinction. As Baron 

Bernard Snoy, President of the Association of the Nobility of the Kingdom of 

Belgium expresses it, “Aristocracy is demanding. The hope entailed in 

ennoblement is that it shall be bestowed on persons of high moral quality.” 

Achievement, then, is certainly a prerequisite for the bestowal of a noble title, 

but above all, strong moral character and personal integrity should be the 

hallmarks of modern recipients of the honor of hereditary nobility, both of 

which attributes they should strive to pass on directly to their posterity, who 

will, in the fullness of time, constitute a puissant link with the very best of 

themselves. 

     Dumoulin observes of the nobility's attachment to the past, “They think 

of the future as a continuation of the past, which they respect and from 

which they derive inspiration.” Pope Pius IX had even more exalted notions 

about the nobility, stating unequivocally, “There is no denying that nobility, 

too, is a gift from God, and although Our Lord chose to be born in a stable, 

in two Gospels we can read His long genealogy, showing His descent from 

princes and kings. You must use your privilege worthily, and keep the 

principle of legitimacy sacred.”Nobility, then, from the viewpoint of this 

celebrated pontiff, is both an honor and a species of imposition, as it 

recognizes personal merit and distinction, and also unites Catholic 

Christian nobles with Jesus himself, who was of royal, as well as of noble 

lineage.  

     Pius IX further exhorts the Roman nobility thus: “Continue, therefore, to 

use this prerogative wisely; one truly noble use of it would be toward those 

who, though belonging to your class, do not subscribe to your principles.” 

Those in possession of noble titles and noble birth have an obligation to see 

to the spiritual welfare and general morale of their fellow men. “A few loving 
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words from good friends could have a great influence on their minds, and a 

few prayers an even greater one. Tolerate with a generous heart the 

disagreements you may encounter.” Not only should the true noble pray for 

all those who err, but he should also be indulgent and forbearing with those 

who may react negatively to his moral stance, as well as to his generously 

proffered assistance. 

     To the mind of Pius IX, not only was the central figure of the Christian 

tradition unopposed to notions of personal and familial nobility, but “Jesus 

Christ Himself loved aristocracy.... He too chose to be of noble birth, of the 

House of David; and His Gospel shows us His family tree down to Joseph 

and Mary, ‘de qua natus est Iesus.’” The Supreme Pontiff powerfully 

underscores the relationship enjoyed by members of the Catholic nobility 

with the figure of their Lord and Savior, a relationship which has proved to 

be both millennial and intimate, for these nobles have long been celebrated 

for their staunch attachment to the Church, and for their conservatism in 

matters dogmatic and ecclesiastical.  

     Pius IX closes his exhortation thus: “Aristocracy, nobility, therefore, is a 

gift from God. Preserve it diligently, and use it worthily. You do so already 

with Christian and charitable works, to which you devote yourselves to the 

great edification of your fellows and to the great advantage of your souls,” 

once more reinforcing the unmistakable link between noble rank and noble 

actions in the broader and more meaningful context of society at large. 

     Although there have certainly been, and continue to be, hereditary 

nobilities in many of the countries of modern Asia, the real fascination in 

the Far East has, over the course of the past two-and-a-half millennia, been 

for the cult of the Confucian “gentleman,” or junzi, a figure of quasi-

legendary stature and prestige throughout much of the region. Max Weber 

characterized the figure of the archetypal Confucian as a gentleman well-

adjusted to his world, and this in turn leads us to the conclusion that there 
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is a fundamental nobility of spirit in this man; thus, he can rightly be called 

a Noble Man. 

     In the words of William Theodore de Bary, American scholar and 

distinguished Confucianist of the 20th century, “[T]he Noble Man was one 

whose loftiness and serenity of mind enabled him to surmount… difficulties- 

both preserving his equanimity and keeping to his purpose.” Although the 

qualities associated with the junzi frequently intersect with those ideally 

attributed to the better examples of the Western nobleman, there is no 

hereditary component whatsoever inherent in the role played by the Noble 

Man at the moral heart of Chinese society, other than the fundamental 

power of parents’ influence on the character of their offspring. 

     De Bary further points out that Confucius' revolutionary and pervasive 

influence sprang from the heart of the ancient Chinese shi, or gentleman 

scholar class of society during the Spring and Autumn period (771-476 

BCE).”The great transformative movements of human history have generally 

been led,” he writes, “not by disenfranchised proletarians struggling for 

subsistence, but by persons of some education, with the time to reflect upon 

the adequacy of the existing leadership and the opportunity to question or 

challenge it.” While certainly not a movement on the order of the American, 

French, or Russian revolutions, the Confucian undertaking certainly led to a 

thorough reorganization of Chinese notions regarding the role of individual 

and governmental morality and ethics in ancient Asia. This, however, took 

place in a gradual and ever-expanding fashion, unlike the traumatic and 

bloody upheavals that have dotted the Western historical landscape 

throughout the course of centuries past. 

     One of the most far-reaching effects of Confucius’ radical re-imagining of 

Chinese society was the transformation of the very meaning of the word 

junzi, which was originally an ancient term that described the son of a 

prince or ruler. After Confucius, the accepted significance of the word junzi 
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was ever thereafter to be that of a morally and culturally superior man, one 

who strove endlessly in his quest for self-cultivation and self-perfection. 

Today, the junzi, or Noble Man ideal has found new adherents in the modern 

People’s Republic of China, where the Communist Party’s interest in, and 

support for Confucian endeavors has quickly eclipsed the disregard, and 

indeed opprobrium, in which this tradition was held during the dark days of 

the Cultural Revolution of the 1960s, under the seemingly erratic and 

autocratic rule of Chairman Mao Zedong. Today, the government of Xi 

Jinping publicly supports and financially underwrites the refurbishment of 

such key Confucian sites as the Beijing Confucius Temple, and the adjacent 

Imperial College, all the while powerfully emphasizing the new-found 

importance of the junzi ideal in a modern socialist state. Thus it is that this 

species of personal nobility, much like the titular, hereditary kind, has 

undergone a retooling at the most fundamental level, leading to new and 

more relevant visions of both in an interconnected, digital, and fully 

globalized age. 

     The close association that has been enjoyed by the nobility, particularly 

Catholic nobles, with Western religious institutions, dates back to well 

before the preaching of the First Crusade by Pope Urban II in Clermont, 

France, in 1095. However, as the adherence of modern populations to 

Church doctrine has waned over the past century, successive Popes have 

had more and more reason to call upon the unconditional support of the 

Roman Catholic nobility of Western Europe, from whose ranks many 

pontiffs have sprung over the centuries. In an article by Salvatore Caputo in 

the TICAN Gazette, entitled, “Pius XII and the Roman Nobility,” the author 

observes, “Pius XII belonged to a noble family, whose sphere of relations was 

naturally among the nobility….This Pontiff, so universal in spirit and so 

friendly to the lowly and poor, was also very Roman and had his attention, 

consideration, and affection also turned toward the Roman Nobility.” As the 

scion of a distinguished aristocratic family himself, Pius XII had a special 
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care for the spiritual welfare and general morale of the Roman nobility, 

especially in the face of such corrosive influences as Fascism, and the 

inexorable pull of modern, materialist societies. 

     Writing of the need for action and constant vigilance in the pursuit of the 

betterment of society, Pius XII powerfully highlights the nature of the role of 

nobility in the modern world. “Vigor and fruitful works! Behold two 

characteristics of true nobility, to which heraldic symbols, stamped in 

bronze or carved in marble, are a perennial testimony, for they represent as 

it were the visible thread of the political and cultural history of more than a 

few glorious cities of Europe.” Furthermore, in his Allocution of 1958 to the 

Roman nobility, the Pope puts forward the need to be ever-watchful against 

depression and despair when faced with the harsh and far-reaching changes 

wrought by war and social strife. ”Also do not forget Our appeals to banish 

from your hearts all despondency and cowardice in face of the evolution of 

the times, and Our exhortations to adapt yourselves courageously to the 

new circumstances by keeping your gaze fixed on the Christian ideal, the 

true and indelible entitlement to genuine nobility.” Once again, nobility of 

blood and heritage are linked directly to nobility of action and attitude, 

which elements are seen to be the natural adjuncts of a noble upbringing.      

     With regard to the ancient history of the institution of nobility, the 19th 

century French genealogist the Chevalier de Courcelles observed,” Nobility is 

a political institution of which the principle can be traced to the cradles 

themselves of primitive societies.” The desire for an organized and stratified 

society in which honor was accorded to those who served in the direction of 

community affairs, like mutual defense and public works, has always been a 

strong one among human beings, and one which naturally seeks to be 

satisfied by bestowing special marks of favor on those deserving few. 

“Honored among the Hebrews, from the time of Moses,” continues de 

Courcelles, and “flourishing in Athens and Rome, eight centuries before the 

Christian era,” the practice of ennoblement was to become “even the 
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constitutive nerve of a multitude of barbarous nations.” Such an exalted and 

extensive pedigree speaks volumes of the perennial impulse of different 

cultures to seek out and honor the best among their citizens, both in the 

ancient world, and in the modern.  

     De Courcelles continues thus: “The Gauls, our fathers, had their 

nobility in the order of their knights, distinct from that of the Druids, and 

from the commoners.” This strict hierarchical stratification of the various 

orders of society, and at such an early point in recorded history, provides 

strong evidence indeed of the levels of respect and honor accorded to those 

who actively risked their lives in the defense of their fellows. “These 

knights,” comments de Courcelles, “uniquely devoted to the exercise of 

arms, and to the defense of their country, were followed to war by their 

ambactes, or vassals, of which the number was more or less considerable, 

according to the extent of their authority and the greatness of their riches.” 

Thus, even at this early date in European history, distinction and riches, 

personal influence and raw power, were the perquisites of the station 

enjoyed as a direct result of the devotion to public service evinced by these 

primitive fighting nobles of pre-Roman Gaul.  

     Certain modern sovereigns are still disposed to grant heritable noble 

titles to those who have distinguished themselves through personal 

achievement and/or public service. Indeed, “Ennoblement,” asserts Eric 

Dumoulin, “stems from a formal act of will of a sovereign.” Among the 

reigning monarchs of the contemporary world who still bestow titles of 

nobility to their subjects, the King of the Belgians remains one of the best-

known and most high-profile of modern grantors. “In matters of 

ennoblement,” asserts sociologist Valérie d’Alkemade, “the rights of the 

sovereign are absolute. This constitutes the sole domain in which the King 

has at his disposal a total regal power.” This opinion is echoed a former 

advisor of the late King Kigeli V Ndahindurwa, exiled Mwami of Rwanda 

from 1959 until his death in 2016. His former advisor, Alexander Montague, 
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demands quite unequivocally, in relation to the titles and honors granted by 

a deposed sovereign like Kigeli: “Who has the right to question his 

authorities but God and his countrymen?” A powerful question, indeed, for 

those who would seek to diminish or eliminate the ancient and sacred rights 

of an anointed sovereign, even in an egalitarian, 21st century world!  

     This important point is further expanded and emphasized by Pierre-Yves 

Monette, a former counselor of King Albert II of the Belgians, who says, 

“The granting of nobiliary concessions is incontestably a domain in which 

the King can impose his personal mark, and can distinguish himself from 

his predecessors.” Although direct control of government matters has 

largely slipped from the hands of modern sovereigns, many retain the 

ancient right of raising commoners to noble status, thus exercising a 

tremendous influence on the posterities and self-perceptions of those so 

honored. However, the strictly circumscribed prestige and sharply limited 

social status conferred by such modern ennoblements is but a shadow of 

the wealth, power, and wide-ranging primacy within the state that was once 

enjoyed by the ruling elite, who in centuries past were the fortunate 

recipients of such supreme marks of monarchical favor and trust.  

     The titled noble classes of the Middle Ages, Renaissance, and 

Enlightenment eras were the repositories of not only a high degree of 

privilege, prestige, and respect, but also of immense wealth, in land, 

possessions, and cash. This arrangement was forever fractured (on the 

European continent, at least) by the rise of Napoleon’s far-flung First Empire, 

which established a new species of nobility in place of that which had 

occupied the central seat of wealth and power during the heyday of the 

Ancien Régime.  

     As Emperor, Napoleon eventually devised a new system in which noble 

honorifics were bestowed on deserving individuals, but without the land and 

possessions, nor even the privileges, that had typically accompanied such 

grants in the old society. Following hard upon the upsets engendered by the 
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French Revolution of 1789, and the revolts throughout Europe in 1830 and 

1848, the rise of an increasingly successful, moneyed, and powerful 

mercantile class during the final decades of the century all but sealed the 

fate of the hereditary noble class. “In the 1880s,” writes historian Norman 

Stone,” aristocracies everywhere were in decline.” With the rise of the 

bourgeois industrialists, and their seemingly endless wealth, came still 

deeper decline, according to Stone. “The nobility were going gradually, and 

not so gradually, to the wall,” he asserts. “In most countries, the expression 

‘the decline of the notables’ fits the decade well enough.” It was a dark time, 

indeed, for the members of the traditional nobility, and for their way of life. 

     Furthermore, in the wake of their respective defeats after World War I, 

titles of nobility were legally abolished in such places as Austria, Germany, 

and Russia. Finally, in 1958, with the establishment of life peerages in the 

United Kingdom (which granted non-hereditary noble status, as well as a life 

seat in the House of Lords, but precious little else), the socio-economic 

dominance of the modern nobility, and in particular that of recently-created 

nobles, was sharply diminished, if not eradicated entirely.   

     Charles-Maurice de Talleyrand-Périgord, a French nobleman of both the 

Ancien Régime and the Napoleonic Empire, was deeply schooled in the ways 

of the aristocracy, and witnessed first-hand the perpetuation of the best 

elements of the old feudal system, before it was swept away in the tumult of 

the Revolution of 1789. His 19th century biographer, Lady Blennerhasset, 

wrote warmly of Talleyrand’s personal childhood experiences, among which 

he recalled fondly his visits to his great-grandmother at her country estate 

of Chalais. “He remembered well,” Blennerhassett writes,  

 

     How as a child…he accompanied his [great-] grandmother every Sunday to 

the parish church, where his little stool was ready by the side of her prie-dieu, 

and an old relative of the family arranged the prayer-books, which he had 

solemnly carried behind the venerable lady in a red velvet bag trimmed with 
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gold. After the service they returned to the chateau and the dispensary, where 

all the year through, under the supervision of the priest and the apothecary, 

medicines and healing draughts, lint and nice old linen, were kept ready for 

the sick, and clothing for the poor. The [great-] grandmother in a handsome 

dress, trimmed with lace and decked with flowing ribbons, and a high cap, 

took her seat in the arm-chair surrounded by her little court; the first lady of 

the chamber presented the applicants for relief in their order, and two sisters 

of mercy distributed the gifts. The old lady had a kind word for all. We can 

fancy her [great-] grandchild standing by her side, in powder, even at that 

tender age, his hair carefully curled and tied tightly into a pigtail, with a lace 

cravat and embroidered coat, his little sword on, and his tiny hat under his 

arm.  

 

     It is this tender solicitude for the welfare of those who labored both for 

and around her that provides the most powerful testimony of the nobility of 

action, not simply of birth, that constituted one of the best aspects of the 

ancient feudal system of pre-revolutionary France. The attitudes of the 

Princesse de Chalais, and the example of her conduct toward her feudal 

dependents and their families, stayed with Talleyrand throughout his life, 

and served as a reminder of the duties inherent in his enjoyment of noble 

status. 

 

     Lady Blennerhasset writes further that,  

 

Talleyrand has apologised in his Memoirs for dwelling so long on these details. 

'But,'says he, 'The recollection of what I saw and heard in those early days 

is inexpressibly dear to me. To her I owe my conduct in after life. If while 

entertaining good-will and affection towards my fellow-creatures I have 

avoided immoderate familiarity, if in difficult positions I have preserved 

perfect equanimity and self-control, and have always loved and respected old 
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age, I owe it all to the days spent at Chalais, to the respect with which I saw 

my [great-] grandmother and my whole family surrounded, and to the 

example of goodness and high-mindedness which she transmitted to me as a 

heritage added to by successive generations.'  

 

     These, then, were the component elements of the most precious legacy of 

all: a spirit of good-will and affection, moderated by even-tempered personal 

conduct and self-discipline, and joined with fundamental goodness and 

high-mindedness of character. Thus did the hereditary nobility guide their 

offspring in the ways of the world, and in the need for genuine concern and 

a generosity of spirit in the care of those who were, by ancient right and 

custom, both their servants and their feudal dependents. 

 

     According to the great French marshal, architect, and essayist Vauban 

(1633-1707), the antiquity of one's noble status was the most important 

criterion in determining one's relative position within the nobiliary 

hierarchy of the Kingdom of France. However, belonging to a sovereign 

house, or engaging in military service on behalf of the King, could also 

enhance the level of one’s nobility. Around 1700, Vauban established a list 

in which the degree of a person’s nobility might be quantified, and by which 

means ignoble marriages might be avoided.  

The main components of Vauban's list were as follows: 

• From 80 to100 years: Ennobled men, sons of ennobled 

men, noblemen 

• From 180 to 200 years: Gentlemen, established nobility, knightly 

nobility 

• From 270 to 300 years: Fully realized nobility, high knightly 

nobility, nobility of all proofs 
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• From 370 to 400 years: Perfect nobility, nobility beyond proof, good 

nobility 

• From 450 years: Very good nobility, nobility of lineage, old nobility 

• From 500 to 550 years: Ancient nobility, nobility counted from one’s 

forebears 

• From 600 years: Traditional nobility, historical nobility 

• From…: Perpetual nobility, of which the beginnings are unknown, 

which is also called immemorial nobility, or nobility of race 

     

      Considerations of moral quality, personal probity, and exemplary 

conduct are not exclusive to the European or Asian nobilities alone. In a 

primeval tale of the Great Lakes kingdom of Rwanda, handed down across 

the centuries, is told the story of the creation and inculcation of the three 

virtues in mankind by Imana, the all-powerful God of the Universe, namely, 

ubupfura (“nobility of being”), ubwenge (“intelligence and wisdom”), and 

ubumwe (“vital social union”). Chiefest among these qualities is that of 

ubupfura, which is manifested by the individual who represents, more than 

anyone else, the paramount Rwandan ideals of exemplary behavior, 

aristocratic good breeding, and genuine care for others, and who is known 

as imfura, or “ideal gentleman.” The individual imfura is not a product solely 

of birth, although an imfura may be born to a high station in life, for a time-

honored Rwandan adage asserts, “True nobility lies in the depths of the 

being.” Indeed, author Jean-Luc Galabert emphasizes that “the quality of 

imfura is not inherited by birth, but [it] is the fruit of the will, and of the acts 

of the person,” thus underscoring the primacy of a dynamic approach to a 

noble and eminent life in society. 

      It was the natural impulse to honor those who, in traditional Rwandan 

life, amply and consistently demonstrated a comprehensive possession of 
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ubupfura, that exemplary nobility of being, that gave rise to the practice of 

according to such individuals certain widely-recognized distinctions, marks 

of personal honor that emanated from the all-powerful apex of the ancient 

society's organizational pyramid, i.e., from the Mwami, or King, himself. 

Abbé Alexis Kagame (1912-1981), the foremost Rwandan historian of the 

last century, states quite unequivocally in his work, Le code des institutions 

politiques du Rwanda, that, “It is to the King that belongs the right to bestow 

honorific distinctions,” thus marking out this prerogative as an exclusively 

royal one, as it has typically been in many of the countries of the world for 

the better part of the last five or six centuries, at least. 

      

     When the European powers first learned of the existence of such an 

African nation-state, and eventually visited it at the end of the 19th century, 

they were able to observe in the Kingdom of Rwanda a highly-sophisticated 

and tightly-woven society as it functioned on a daily basis, with the mwami 

of the time, H. M. King Kigeli IV Rwabugili (r. 1853-1895), serving as the 

political, administrative, and theocratic nexus of the remote and 

mountainous country. Among the key roles played by the King was that of a 

judge, rendering justice to those who sought it directly from him during the 

course of one of his daily audiences, as well as that of a bringer of rain, 

punctiliously undertaking various rituals and ceremonies to ensure the 

timely arrival of abundant supplies of this life-giving element from the 

heavens above. Another of his vital activities was the dispensing of honors 

and distinctions to those who had ably and devotedly served him, the small 

mountain kingdom, or its people, although in the traditional society of old 

Rwanda, as in countless others of the pre-modern era, these awards were 

most typically accorded to those who had clearly demonstrated their 

devotion in the realm of warfare.  

          Alexis Kagame writes in a clear and highly detailed manner of the 

nature and degree of the various sorts of distinction that were bestowed on 
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those who found favor with the Rwandan monarch.  

        Each warrior having killed his seventh enemy will 

receive the distinction called the Umudende (Necklace of the Seventh). 

However, the acquisition of this distinction depends on the following 

conditions: the seven kills must be foreigners; adversaries killed 

during punitive expeditions or occasional combats will not be counted; 

they must have given up the ghost on a field of battle, not elsewhere, 

following wounds received. If the enemy expires having received 

several wounds, his death is attributed to him who first wounded him, 

even if his blow was a light one. 

     The distinction of the Umudende is a necklace of iron, from which 

hang small bells in even numbers: 2, 4 or 6, at chest height. By a 

decision of Kigeli IV Rwabugili were abolished obligations attached to 

this distinction which were considered too onerous, and which rendered 

it inaccessible to heroes of modest fortune.  

 

     The warrior having killed his 14th enemy by the conditions of 

these rules will receive the distinction called the Impotore (Torse). 

The Torse consists of a bracelet formed from a leaf of iron and a leaf 

of brass rolled one on the other to create regular torse form. The 

Torse imposes no obligation on whomsoever receives it. 

      The honorific distinctions in question are mutually exclusive: 

the warrior decorated with the Torse can no longer wear the Necklace 

of the Seventh. 

 

     The two objects must be conserved with great respect in a 

separate hut at some distance and cannot be placed on the ground. 

 

     The warrior having killed his 21st enemy under the same 
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conditions will be the object of a grand ceremony called the Cremation 

of the Javelin and will thus become a national hero. The Cremation of 

the Javelin,  Gucana Uruti,is decreed by the King, and its ceremony 

takes place on the highest mountain of the region where the hero lives. The 

poets, bards, warrior chanters, in a word all those who 

perform the solemnities of the Court participate, by order of the 

King... 

    The late King Kigeli V Ndahindurwa of Rwanda came to the throne as 

Mwami after the untimely death of his half-brother, Mutara III Rudahigwa, 

in 1959. Not only did King Kigeli rightfully occupy the role of fons honorum, 

but he also bore a hereditary honorific that is highly regarded by modern 

Catholic believers, that of “Most Christian Majesty,” bestowed originally on 

his late brother by Pope Pius XII. Much like the title of “Defender of the 

Faith” given by a grateful Pope Leo X to Henry VIII of England, as a reward 

for his writing on the pivotal role of the Seven Sacraments in Church life, 

the title of Most Christian Majesty was a token of the esteem in which the 

staunchly Catholic Mutara III was regarded by Pius XII.  

     According to José-Maria de Montells y Galán, Marqués de Montells, and 

Chief Herald of the Order of St. Lazarus for the Grand Priory of Spain, this 

considerable title, accorded initially to his revered half-brother, was also 

inherited in 1959, upon his accession to the throne, by the late mwami, 

Kigeli V. Indeed, through his devotion to the Roman Catholic Church, and 

his blameless path throughout the entirety of his reign, the title of “Most 

Christian Majesty” can be considered to have been doubly applicable to the 

late monarch, who despite his humble material circumstances, worked 

tirelessly on behalf of his orphaned people, who were left utterly rudderless 

after the coup d’état that forced him into exile in 1961, and who endured 

even more tragic suffering during the horrendous genocide of 1994. 

     Some critics, such as Pier-Felice degli Uberti, President of the 
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International Commission on Orders of Chivalry, find that because of his 

personal poverty, King Kigeli’s practice of occasionally granting titles of 

nobility for services rendered to the Royal House of Rwanda was “very sad.” 

Indeed, it is intimated in an article in The Economist, dated 28 September, 

2013, that some of these titles might even have been granted in exchange 

for monetary contributions to one or other of the late King’s charities. Yet, 

according to historian Lawrence James, a far more questionable practice 

dates back several hundred years, in Britain, at least, but has never 

diminished the prestige, nor the social standing of these sorts of honors and 

noble titles. “There is no reason to believe that James I’s trade in 

peerages had any permanent effect on the status of the nobility within 

society,” writes James, “or that it devalued the mystique of titles.” In fact, 

the general effect was quite the opposite, he avers. “Knighthoods proliferated 

among old and new gentry in the early years of James I’s reign,” he writes, 

     when the King discovered to his profit that status-conscious recipients 

would pay for the honour. In 1611 he began marketing a newly invented 

honour, baronetcies (which were hereditary knighthoods), initially to fund 

garrisons in Ireland. James was forever strapped for cash and his attitude to 

his subjects' desire for status was refreshingly flippant.   

     Indeed, observes James of the King’s mercantile proclivities in the matter 

of titles, 

     New peerages and promotions were also for sale, either through courtiers, 

or directly from the Crown…. [However], prices began to plummet in response 

to the Crown’s growing liabilities. Baronies fell from ₤10,000 in 1621 to 

₤4,000 in 1628 and [George Villiers, first Duke of] Buckingham was always 

glad to arrange bargains for his toadies. Charles I halted the sale of titles in 

1629, but opened shop again in 1643 to finance the royalist war effort. 

Nor was the sale of titles in such an exalted milieu as British upper-class 
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society merely limited to the Stuart period, as evidenced by the persistence 

of the practice in the early 20th century, when  

     [m]ediocre commanders were joined in the post-war [House of] Lords by 

financiers and businessmen who had made fortunes by supplying and 

arming Britain’s mass armies. Some paid [Prime Minister] Lloyd George for 

their titles and he placed their cheques in the coffers of his faction of a now 

divided Liberal Party.   

     Sadly, modern monarchs like King Kigeli have also been criticized, and 

seemingly unfairly, for awarding honors and titles of nobility drawn from the 

European, rather than from their own historical traditions. If one searches 

recent history, however, one must perforce consider the powerful example 

provided by the sweeping nobiliary reforms enacted during the Meiji era in 

Japan. After the ascent of the Emperor Mutsohito (reign name Meiji) to the 

Imperial Throne of Japan in 1868, a wholesale reorganization of the 

honorific structures of the Japanese Empire took place. In direct imitation of 

the ranks and titles of the nobility of the British Empire, Mutsohito and his 

advisors devised a new system of honors and noble ranks, known 

collectively in Japanese as the kazoku, or “flowery lineage.” This “flowery 

lineage” included ranks and titles inspired directly by those of the British 

and European nobility of the time, and also drew upon ancient Chinese 

designations for the aristocracy and gentry.  

     In the wake of the Meiji Restoration, the old court nobility of Kyoto 

managed to reassert itself, and to regain a certain measure of its once-

hallowed prestige. Later, with the Peerage Act of 1884, which was 

engineered largely by Hirobumi Ito after repeated visits to Europe, the Meiji 

government expanded the hereditary peerage with the granting of kazoku 

rank to those who had performed outstanding services on behalf of the 

Japanese Empire. These kazoku were also divided into ranks clearly based 

on those of the British peerage: 
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Prince/Duke (daikōshaku) 

Marquess (kōshaku) 

Earl/Count (hakushaku) 

Viscount (shishaku) 

Baron (danshaku). 

     Thus, given the modern survival of the Japanese peerage, at least as a 

separate caste within the larger framework of contemporary Japanese 

society, there exists a strong argument in favor of the utility and practicality 

of a revision of the structures and titulature involved in the granting of 

modern honors, particularly when one considers the pervasive influence and 

evident resilience of the European model of titled nobility in today's world. 

     One need look no further back in time than to the era of the Brooke 

rajahs of the Kingdom of Sarawak (today a component state of Malaysia) to 

find another successful and comprehensive example of the introduction of 

modern European honorific practices and chivalric titles into an Asian realm. 

H. H. Sir James Brooke, KCB, first of the English “White Rajahs of Sarawak,” 

and a seasoned adventurer in the mold of the “Boys’ Own” heroes of the 19th 

century, was granted his kingdom on August 18, 1842 by the Brunei sultan 

of his era, Omar Ali Saiffudin II (r. 1828-1852) as a reward for his successful 

subjugation of the area’s previously intractable native pirate communities. 

During the century that followed, Brooke (r. 1842-1868), his nephew, H. H. 

Rajah Sir Charles Anthoni Johnson Brooke (r. 1868-1917), and the latter’s 

son, H. H. Rajah Sir Charles Vyner de Windt Brooke (r. 1917-1946), 

successfully transformed this once-savage domain into a reflection of their 

solid and efficient governance, suppressing the practice of headhunting 

among the Dayak natives, and ruling in a generally benevolent and forward-

thinking manner until the kingdom was absorbed into the holdings of the 
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British Crown in the wake of the Japanese occupation during World War 

Two. 

     The rajahs of the Brooke dynasty of Sarawak, although they were to 

comprise an entirely foreign, genetically non-native house, were fully 

recognized as regnant by other sovereigns, governments, and institutions 

during the 19th and 20th centuries. In their capacity as Southeast Asian 

sovereigns, they granted a number of decorations and awards (with 

concomitant honorifics) that had previously been quite unknown in the 

native traditions of their extensive domains, honors which were to 

successfully receive official recognition throughout the world, including 

within the vast territories of the then-dominant British Empire. 

     Among these decorations was the Most Excellent Order of the Star of 

Sarawak, founded by H. H. Rajah Sir Charles Vyner Brooke on September 

26, 1928, and which was divided into three classes: Master (MSS), 

Companion (CSS), and Officer (OSS), with distinctive insignia for each class. 

Royal and nobiliary scholar Christopher Buyers writes, in the section of his 

Royal Ark website devoted to the Brooke Kingdom of Sarawak, that “[t]he 

insignia of the first class consisted of a breast star, sash and sash badge. 

The second class insignia was a badge worn from a necklet, and the third 

class a medal worn from a ribbon on the left breast.” This three-tiered 

membership, similar to that of the Institution of Military Merit created on 

March 10, 1759, during the reign of King Louis XV of France, marked the 

Brooke Order of the Star of Sarawak as part of the lineage of European-style 

orders and decorations that had initially come into being with the 

foundation of the great Royal and Military Order of Saint-Louis, first of the 

modern orders of merit, instituted by royal decree of King Louis XIV on April 

5, 1693. 

     In addition, this royal decoration of the Brooke dynasty, which marked 

something of a culmination in terms of the distinctions awarded within the 

Kingdom of Sarawak, may well have been at least partially inspired by the 
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similarly-named Most Illustrious Order of the Star of India (founded in 1861 

by Queen Victoria), as well by as the Most Excellent Order of the British 

Empire (founded in 1917 by King George V), but was by no means the first 

such species of honor to be bestowed under the sovereign authority of the 

foreign-born rajahs. 

     The Sarawak Government Long Service Medal had been instituted during 

the reign of H. H. Rajah Sir Charles Brooke, and was awarded for long and 

faithful service to civil servants, local leaders, native chiefs, and nobles. Its 

insignia consisted of a silver hexagonal medal, which was awarded in one 

class only. This distinction was later altered and renamed by H. H. Rajah Sir 

Charles Vyner Brooke in 1940, and became obsolete upon the cession of the 

Kingdom to the British Crown in 1946. 

     Another of the decorations created during the reign of H. H. Rajah Sir 

Charles Vyner Brooke was the Sarawak Government Conspicuous Bravery 

Medal, which was awarded to rangers, police, and civil servants of the 

kingdom for heroism beyond the call of duty. Its membership was later 

broadened to include those subjects who had acted valiantly during the 

Japanese occupation, and it was awarded in a single class, its insignia being 

a circular silver medal suspended on a ribbon which bore the heraldic colors 

of the Brooke dynasty (or, sable, and gules). 

     It is plain to see that although the earlier history of Sarawak had 

featured no decorations of the sort awarded by British or European 

sovereigns of the day, during the period of the Brooke kingdom, a number of 

honors in the Western European mold were successfully introduced. 

Furthermore, the Most Excellent Order of the Star of Sarawak was later to 

serve as a direct inspiration for the Most Illustrious Order of the Star of 

Sarawak, which was introduced on July 10, 1964, by the government of this 

component state of the present federal constitutional monarchy of Malaysia. 

     During the period of hegemony of the British Empire in India (ca. 1707-

1947), and particularly during the 19th and 20th centuries, not only were 
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specifically Indian orders of chivalry, such as The Most Exalted Order of the 

Star of India (founded in 1861), and The Most Eminent Order of the Indian 

Empire (founded in 1877) created and bestowed by the British sovereign on 

Indian subjects, but the kinship between Britain and India was further 

mirrored in the domain of titular distinctions, as the Crown made a regular 

practice of granting titles of honor to those individuals among the native 

population who had performed signal service to the Raj. Titles such as Rai 

Sahib (“Prince[ly] Leader”), Rao Bahadur (“Brave Prince”), and Dewan 

Bahadur (“Brave [Prime] Minister”) were awarded to Indians, both Hindu 

and Christian, and these titles were accompanied by a handsome and 

distinctive medal, known as the “title badge.” 

The equivalent of the most common of these titles, Rao Bahadur, was 

for Muslim and Parsi subjects granted as Khan Bahadur, and for Sikhs it 

was Sardar Bahadur. Those Hindus and Christians who held the title of Rai 

Sahib, which was the lowest-ranking of the titles, were typically elevated to 

title of Rao Bahadur with the passage of time and the accumulation of 

further merits. Those at the level of Rao Bahadur could be elevated to that 

of Dewan Bahadur, although this was less common, due to the nature of the 

title, as well as to its exalted place in the titular hierarchy. 

     In addition to the bestowal of honorific and chivalric titles, personal 

armorial bearings, demonstrating a distinct hybridization of British and 

Indian styles, were also granted to Indian notables and potentates. Indeed, 

many of the native princes of the various Indian states specifically requested 

that such heraldic achievements be created for them under the authority of 

the British Crown, and these were then used to identify and embellish 

everything from princely letterhead to palatial residences, as well as royal 

automobiles and private train cars. Indeed, many of these arms persist in 

use today, and the heraldry of the British Raj has had a lasting impact on 

the style and content of modern Indian armorial representations. 

     In the contemporary world, the example of the island kingdom of Tonga 
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is also pertinent in connection with the granting of non-native titles of 

nobility by de jure sovereigns, as the European noble title of baron has been 

bestowed upon subjects by its recent monarchs, and this with the express 

purpose of creating titles the significance of which is widely understood 

within the context of modern honors systems. According to the UK’s 

Telegraph newspaper, “King Taufa'hau Tupou IV, head of Tonga's 170 

islands, spread over 650 square kilometres, was concerned that the proper 

Tongan style ‘His Excellency Vaea, High Commissioner for Tonga,’ would not 

do justice to the weight of a newly independent South Pacific nation.” Thus 

it was that the title of Baron was created for Vaea, “and the honour has 

subsequently been bestowed on other members of the thirty-three Tongan 

noble families.” Therefore, in 1969, ”Baron Vaea of Houma… was appointed 

to his title to ensure that, as Tonga's first high commissioner to Britain, he 

would appear with appropriate dignity in the Court Circular, which is issued 

from Buckingham Palace,” according to Telegraph sources. Like the 

Rwandan monarchy, which was under Belgian tutelage for several decades, 

and whose late sovereign granted a number of European-style titles of 

nobility, the Tongan monarchy emerged from its period under British 

protection to bestow the historically Western title of Baron on deserving and 

prominent individuals, a practice which is followed by its monarchs to this 

day. 

     Despite the many shocks and setbacks endured by the hereditary 

European aristocracy over the course of the past century, including the 

wholesale slaughter it experienced in both World War One and World War 

Two, the imposition of runaway taxation, creeping loss of social prestige, 

and the extinction of countless titles in the male line, there remains among 

the public at large a high degree of fascination for the elegance and 

distinction, both real and perceived, of such titles, and for those who 

continue to bear them.  

     Some contemporary observers believe, however, that modern 
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ennoblements merit a smirk rather than the reverent acknowledgment 

formerly accorded to such a major personal achievement in the past. 

According to Pierre Havaux, a journalist for the French magazine L’Express, 

“Ennoblement, this remnant of ‘old France,’ served up with a Belgian sauce, 

is inclined above all to raise a smile, because it does not grant anything of 

consequence,” at least in the modern sense. “In surviving the Revolution of 

1830, the Belgian nobility lost all of its privileges,” he states plainly. 

Nevertheless, he contends that all are agreed upon one thing: “It is the 

custom for one who has been ennobled to behave nobly in all 

circumstances.” Thus, this exigent aspect, rather than the privileged aspect 

of nobility, remains one of the few components of this species of civil status 

that has persisted into the 21st century, when most of the once-considerable 

entitlements have become a faint memory from an increasingly distant past. 

     In regarding the state of the contemporary nobility of the world, we are 

therefore leagues away, both literally and figuratively speaking, from the 

luxurious settings, socially stratified manor houses, and posh accents of 

BBC period dramas. We must cast our gaze instead on a crepuscular world 

of lost privileges and vanished fortunes, of public indifference and 

occasional ridicule, a world in which the struggle to uphold the values, 

traditions, and education typically associated with the noble class is an 

increasingly lonely and forlorn one. However, despite the significant and 

sweeping social, political, economic, and technological changes of the past 

century, as long as the moral continuum of genuine personal and familial 

distinction shall endure, the ancient and honored tradition of ennoblement, 

and of the hereditary perpetuation of the quality of nobility, need never pass 

away. 
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Part Two: 

VIRTUS NON STEMMA 

The Institution of Nobility in Modern Times 

Nobilitatis virtus non stemma character. 

("Virtue, not lineage, is the mark of nobility.") 

- heraldic motto of the Dukes of Westminster 

 

     Since the advent and subsequent efflorescence of the Internet in the late 

20th and early 21st century, there has been a dramatic increase in the 

accessibility of information regarding the contemporary bestowal of orders of 

chivalry and of titles of nobility. The primary purpose of this study is to put 

forward a number of thoughts on the granting of noble titles and 

knighthoods in the 21st century, and indeed, on their fundamental utility, 

based on extensive inquiry into the realms of nobiliary and chivalric custom 

and practice.  

     The basis of the Western European notion of nobility per se is derived 

from the Roman idea of an individual or a family group as being nobilis, 

which originally meant that they were “known,” or “noteworthy,” or 

"distinguished," at least within the limited scope of the community at hand. 

Because of the frequent association of nobility and material wealth, this 

designation denoting a higher estate of persons came to be solidified over 

the centuries, both in law, and in the minds of the public at large. Indeed, 

even in today’s world, although we respect the inherent equality of all 

individuals before the law, we also recognize the fundamental differences 

that naturally exist, in background, ability, and in achievements, between 

people who live and work within the framework of the same society. 

     Similarly, and throughout history, titles and honors have frequently been 
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granted to highly capable or exceptionally dedicated and loyal members of 

certain societies, in order to recognize and reward ability and/or devotion in 

all of their diverse manifestations. Until the advent of the more egalitarian 

honors systems of the last two centuries, however, in the vast majority of 

cases these titles were most commonly awarded to those in either the 

military or the civil service. In the past one hundred years, particularly, this 

situation has changed dramatically, and titles are now awarded to people 

from all segments of society, and from practically every sort of background 

imaginable. 

     The ability to effectively bestow credible chivalric and noble titles (as well 

as the responsibilities, properties, and prerogatives that formerly 

accompanied these titles) was initially derived from the exercise of absolute 

sovereignty within a state or community, regardless of its location, or the 

relative level of its general material prosperity. Thus, a British king of the 

Hanover dynasty of the 18th century might appoint a man to his own private 

council, with the title of Privy Councilor (PC), whereas an East African 

mukama (king) of the Babito dynasty of the same era might, in the Kingdom 

of Bunyoro, create a man omujwaara kondo (literally, a “coronet wearer”), 

with the same function in mind, i.e., to serve as a close personal advisor to 

that king. 

     A person or institution that serves as a fully empowered, or potent, 

source of honors and distinctions for others is known as a fons honorum, 

literally a "fount of honors." The typical fons honorum in recent centuries 

has either been a sovereign individual (the King of the Belgians, the Pope, 

the Emperor of China, etc.) or a sovereign state (the French Republic, the 

United States of America, the Federated States of Brazil, etc.). The titles and 

distinctions awarded by these individuals and entities have a certain level of 

prestige, depending on the relative degree of respect commonly accorded to 

the grantor, i.e., a title or honor granted by the Queen of the United 

Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland will typically garner far more 
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social recognition than one granted by a traditional African king, due to the 

high level of prestige associated with the British monarchy. However, neither 

title, if both sovereigns are truly fons honorum, is intrinsically more 

"genuine" than the other. 

     This brings us most naturally to the consideration of titles granted by 

deposed rulers, in contrast to those bestowed by monarchs who continue to 

enjoy sovereignty, at least in theory. In terms of international custom and 

practice, a deposed monarch continues to enjoy jus honorum, or the right of 

bestowing honors, in the same way that he/she did when he/she was in 

power. One example of a deposed sovereign who possessed the necessary 

entitlements was H. M. King Kigeli V Ndahindurwa, who, despite his 

overthrow in 1961 (and as a direct result of his refusal to abdicate), 

continued to enjoy the full exercise of his regal prerogatives throughout his 

protracted exile, among them that of jus conferendi, the right to confer 

honors and titles. 

     Consequently, although the exiled King of Rwanda might not have 

enjoyed the same level of prestige as the President of the French Republic 

during his long reign, there is absolutely no intrinsic difference of quality or 

validity between an honor bestowed by the Head of the Royal House of 

Ndahindurwa of Rwanda, and one bestowed by the Head of State of France. 

There is, however, a considerable difference in the levels of recognition given 

to each of the titles, as the French Republic has historically enjoyed a higher 

social, political, and cultural profile than the now de jure Kingdom of 

Rwanda. Despite the moral excellence and personal prestige associated with 

King Kigeli, who was widely acknowledged to have been both eminently 

virtuous and doggedly resolute in his over fifty years of exile and adversity 

abroad, the greater power and status of the modern French state still 

managed to outshine the sterling personal qualities of an exiled African king 

in matters of the social recognition accorded to titles and honors. 
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     As an example of the foregoing idea, had King Kigeli managed to return 

to his throne as Mwami of Rwanda, there would in all likelihood continue to 

be a relatively high degree of respect accorded to the honors and titles that 

he bestowed on individuals who had been of service to him personally, 

and/or to the Rwandan Crown. However, because he was deposed in 1961 

as the monarch of a relatively small and poor African country, and was 

relatively poor himself (ending his life in solitary exile in a modest bedroom 

community in suburban Virginia, USA), there are those who feel that the 

honors and titles that he granted have considerably less value or prestige. 

This decrease in prestige notwithstanding, their validity, as honors springing 

from the act of a formerly regnant sovereign, one who continued until his 

death in full possession of his dynastic empowerment as fons honorum, 

remains intact and undiminished. 

     In recent years, King Kigeli was increasingly under fire from certain 

scholars of nobiliary and chivalric distinctions, mostly as a direct result of 

his practice of awarding European-style noble titles and orders of 

knighthood. What these critics universally failed to mention, though, is that 

his predecessor, H.M. King Mutara III Rudahigwa, was in the process of 

revamping the honors system of Rwanda previous to his untimely death in 

1959. Before King Kigeli had had a chance to really carry on his half-

brother's important work in this domain, however, he was deposed and 

barred from his country by armed and violent revolutionaries, with the 

collusion of the Belgian tutelary authorities of the time.  

     In order to have some idea of just how the Rwandan Royal Orders might, 

under more propitious circumstances, have been fully established in the 

country, one need look no further than the relatively short-lived, but 

nevertheless internationally-recognized group of honors installed by H. M. 

Mwambutsa IV, long-time friend of the late King Kigeli, and ruling monarch 

of the neighboring nation of Burundi from 1915 to 1966. On July 1, 1962, 

as Burundi finally stepped out onto the world stage as a fully independent 
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nation (having also been under a so-called “Belgian Protectorate”), he 

instituted a number of royal orders of chivalry, chiefest among these being 

the Royal Order of Karyenda (thus conceived in honor of the Supreme Drum 

of the historical royal culture of the Kingdom). This distinguished Royal 

Order was created as the principal order of the kingdom, to recognize pre-

eminent services to the state, primarily in the civil and diplomatic fields, and 

was awarded in five classes, i.e., Grand Cross, Grand Officer, Commander, 

Officer, and Knight. Sadly, with the end of Mwambutsa's reign in 1966, this 

order, as well as the Royal Order of Prince Rwagasore, the Royal Order of 

the Ruzinko, and the Military Order of Karyenda, was definitively abolished.  

     Despite the tumult surrounding His Late Majesty's brief period on the 

Rwandan throne, it can be seen, even at first glance, that the four dynastic 

orders of chivalry expanded and adapted by King Kigeli (the Royal Order of 

the Lion, the Royal Order of the Crested Crane, the Royal Order of the 

Crown, and the Royal Order of the Drum) all share a direct connection to 

the distinctions that were commonly bestowed during the dynastic heyday of 

the Abanyiginya clan as abami (i.e., kings) of Rwanda, and that he thus 

continued to enjoy all of the rights and privileges associated with his role as 

a formerly reigning, exiled monarch until the very moment of his death on 

16 October, 2016. Indeed, as a devout, practicing Catholic sovereign, his 

orders were officially registered with the Government of the Vatican City, 

and according to Dr. Jose-María Montells y Galan, upon his succession, 

Kigeli inherited from his predecessor the august title of Very Christian 

Majesty, originally granted to Mutara III Rudahigwa (r. 1931-1959) by H. H. 

Pope Pius XII (r. 1939-1958). 

      The important recognition of the Roman Catholic Church 

notwithstanding, one of the chief and most persistent criticisms of Kigeli's 

granting of chivalric and noble titles was that none of these titles is native to 

the culture and history of Rwanda. Again, what critics fail to acknowledge is 
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that there exist important precedents in this domain, among them the 

practice of the rulers of the present island Kingdom of Tonga, once a 

protectorate of the British Empire, who have since the early 1960s granted 

the English titles of "Lord" and "Baron" to certain of their most distinguished 

subjects, and this in direct contrast with the long-established native 

traditions of titulature and precedence. Given this important fact, the idea 

that the exiled head of the Kingdom of Rwanda, a nation once under the 

protection of the Kingdom of Belgium, should grant titles of nobility in the 

Belgian style suddenly seems to be quite reasonable, and indeed, rather 

natural. Therefore, the late King Kigeli's practice should not, in fact, be 

considered at all unusual, given that of the recent Kings of Tonga, and the 

universal acceptance accorded to the entirely non-native titles bestowed by 

the latter monarchs. 

      That such a degree of interest and curiosity should still exist with regard 

to nobiliary honors and titles is a good sign of the relative health and 

vibrancy of monarchist values across the globe. Arguably the most highly-

respected and universally acknowledged of the remaining monarchies of 

contemporary global civilization is that of the United Kingdom, which has 

moved into the 21st century under its universally revered sovereign, H. M. 

Queen Elizabeth II. Although the Queen is now seen to represent a certain 

measure of conservatism and tradition within the sphere of British life and 

politics, the opening years of her long reign saw important and far-reaching 

reforms in a number of areas touching on the realm of honors and 

distinctions, the most notable of which was arguably the creation, in 1958, 

of life peerages for the emergent elites of late 20th century Britain. 

     A few years prior to the creation of the first Tongan titles in the British 

mold came the creation of life peerages of the United Kingdom. In this 

groundbreaking fashion, the British monarchy entered a new chapter in the 

long history of the sovereign's exercise of the royal prerogative in the 

bestowal of titles, honors, and distinctions. An individual, either male or 
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female, once created a life peer, has since 1958 been automatically accorded 

a seat in the House of Lords for his or her lifetime, as well as the styles, 

titles, and precedence normally associated with holders of hereditary ranks 

of nobility and honor. These titles, however, are merely ad personam, and 

thus only applicable to the holder him/herself, with legitimate children of 

the said holder being styled “The Honourable” for the entirety of their own 

lifetimes. 

      Although UK life peerages had been granted in certain cases prior to 

1958, during the 19th century there existed on the other side of the Atlantic 

Ocean an honors system, namely that of the Empire of Brazil, in which titles 

of nobility ad personam et ad vitam were widely and regularly accorded to 

individuals of wealth, distinction, and high levels of personal achievement. 

In this way, the Brazilian Empire of the Braganza dynasty (1822-1889) 

frequently granted life titles of nobility, with the caveat that upon the demise 

of the holder, these titles might, at the sole discretion of the Emperor 

himself, simply be granted to someone else (and quite frequently to an 

individual from an entirely different family, at that). The title of Baron (as in 

the case of modern UK life peerages, the most commonly granted) was 

certainly not a title indigenous to Brazil, nor had the practice of granting a 

"life title" ever been regularly followed in Portugal, from whence the 

Braganza Emperors originated. Nevertheless, these innovations were 

accepted and acknowledged throughout the world, and today many 

Brazilian families are truly proud to note their descent from noble title-

holders of the short-lived, but historically significant Empire of Brazil. 

     The progressive democratization of many world societies since the period 

of the Enlightenment during the 18th century has resulted in the 

concomitant democratization of the orders of chivalry and merit associated 

with the majority of the great European powers, such as the United 

Kingdom, the French Republic, and the Kingdom of Spain, among others. 

With Louis XIV's seminal foundation of the Royal and Military Order of 
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Saint-Louis in 1693 came the opening chapter in the tale of the consistent 

and measured reduction, and eventual elimination, of nobiliary 

prerequisites for entry into the distinguished company of certain modern 

Royal Orders, such as the Sun King's own groundbreaking creation, or the 

Institution of Military Merit (1759) of Louis XV. The Consulate period (1802) 

saw the formation of the Legion of Honor, which, in the spirit of the French 

Revolution and its Declaration of the Rights of Man, cast aside completely 

any notion of noble birth as a criterion for entry into a great order of chivalry, 

awarding to nobleman and commoner alike the coveted title of Knight of the 

Legion of Honor. 

*** 

      Although Western European ideas about the nature and attributes of 

nobility have developed along a fairly unilateral socio-historic continuum, 

the notion of nobility within the Chinese context has always had something 

of a dual existence. During the imperial period (221 BCE to 1912 CE), the 

hereditary nobility of the landed gentry, a quality based squarely on 

consanguinity, as well as on familial associations, was generally viewed in a 

discrete fashion from the scholarly nobility of the bureaucratic class, which 

was essentially meritocratic and service-based in its origins and scope. After 

the foundation of the Republic of China in 1912, the former species of 

nobility mattered less and less in the grand scheme of things. The latter 

notion of nobility, however, was consistently rooted in the teachings and 

social thought of the great Confucius (551- 479 BCE). 

     Although widely known throughout the world as a teacher and thinker of 

unparalleled excellence and probity, Confucius was also an eminently heroic 

figure in his time, a social reformer of supreme courage and prophetic vision, 

championing as he did the application of humanism in the Spring and 

Autumn period (770-476 BCE), an age that was both extremely violent and 

perilously unstable. Above all, Confucius taught that humans are inherently 
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teachable and improvable. He believed that the path to a harmonious and 

virtuous society was to be built by the efforts of individuals to cultivate and 

perfect themselves, both as thinkers, and as morally-centered beings. It is 

this ongoing act of self-creation that lies at the heart of Confucianism, and it 

is one that aims to bring out the very best in every person, both morally and 

intellectually. This way of living, and of thinking, is founded on a handful of 

core notions: 

ren = a basic spirit of humanity/humaneness; a fundamental impulse toward 

altruism in all circumstances 

de = personal moral force; the innate, inner power that makes us genuinely 

upright beings 

yi = the upholding of righteousness, the maintenance of justice 

li = a system of propriety and proper behavior, designed to ensure social and 

personal harmony 

      One of the most crucial concepts of Confucianism is that of the abiding 

need for the presence of the junzi, or “princely man” in a properly regulated 

society, a person who combines the qualities of a secular saint, a scholar, 

and a gentleman. Initially, however, this was a term whose meaning was 

fundamentally transformed by Confucius, as the appellation of junzi was 

originally applied to the “son of a lord,“ i.e., the younger, non-inheriting 

offspring of a nobleman. In its place, Confucius established the notion of the 

junzi as a person of consummate virtue, one who could serve as a moral 

guide in society, as well as a role model for his fellow citizens. 

      According to Confucius, junzi should develop themselves morally and 

intellectually, should show filial piety and loyalty at the highest levels, and 

should both cultivate and demonstrate the essence of their ren 

(humanity/benevolence) throughout the broad scope of their activities and 

undertakings in society. The polar opposite of the junzi was the xiao ren, or 
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“small person,” who is petty in mind and heart, whose concerns are those of 

base self-interest and greed, and who is fundamentally superficial and 

materialistic. 

According to prominent Sino-American educationalist and teacher 

Professor Grace Hui-Chen Huang, in the Confucian world, “[E]ducation was 

associated with a person’s social class.” Furthermore, states Dr. Huang, 

     [i]n old Chinese society (770 BC to 1910s), success was defined by one’s 

class, not necessarily by one’s wealth. Social class was associated with 

occupation, as was the moral character related to the occupation. According to 

Confucius, there were [in order of importance] four social strata based on 

occupation; scholars [shi], farmers [nong], workers [gong], and businessmen 

[shang]. 

It was this species of clear and distinct stratification that was of 

immense significance in Confucian society, largely because it placed at the 

top of the hierarchy those who studied and strove for the improvement of 

the lives of the entire population (scholars); those whose sole interest was 

personal gain and profit (businessmen) were placed at the bottom of the 

hierarchical pyramid, at least socio-morally speaking. 

Professor Huang details the Confucian view of society thus: 

     The highest class, scholars, did “mental labor,” and usually made 

decisions that influenced the whole of society. The second level, farmers, 

gained respect as they provided sustenance to the whole of society. The third 

level, workers, relied on their individual labor and skills to survive. The lowest 

class, businessmen, primarily focused on self-interest to function. 

     This system of socio-moral classification, which assigned a value to the 

work performed by each of the four classes, naturally placed the profit-

making shang on the lowest rung of the socio-moral ladder, while the 

public-spirited shi, dedicated to the improvement of society, occupied the 
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highest station. Such an arrangement, which may seem somewhat peculiar 

to modern minds, finds a powerful defense in a number of the Confucian 

texts, and specifically in this quote from the Analects, in which the Master 

states both tersely and directly: 

     The noble person [junzi] is concerned with what is right; the petty person 

[xiao ren] is concerned with what is profitable. 

(Analects IV:6) 

     Thus, we of the modern world might interpret this sentence in the 

following fashion: 

“The gentleman is concerned with what is morally correct; the businessman 

is concerned with what pays.” 

     It is quite evident that, in the Confucian world-view at least, gentlemen-

scholars, who occupied the very highest, most pivotal stratum of society, 

were meant to pursue the path of yi, or righteousness, in their work, while 

businessmen were not considered to be nearly as essential to the smooth 

functioning of society, bent solely as they were upon merely realizing profits 

and accumulating material wealth. 

     Interestingly enough, many of the attributes associated with the junzi 

ideal of the Confucian cultures of imperial China, Vietnam, and greater 

Southeast Asia, are strikingly similar to those held dear by proponents of 

the “cult of the gentleman” of Victorian England, which was itself a re-

imagining, in a very idealized mold, of the supposed virtues of the knights 

and nobility of the medieval era, particularly during the heyday of the so-

called “Pre-Raphaelite” school of art and design. This view of the pivotal role 

of the gentleman/”noble man” in modern society is perhaps best summed 

up by Cardinal Newman in his 1852 essay, “The Idea of University”: 

 It is almost a definition of a gentleman to say he is one who never 
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inflicts pain. This description is both refined and, as far as it goes, 

accurate. He is mainly occupied in merely removing the obstacles which 

hinder the free and unembarrassed action of those about him; and he 

concurs with their movements rather than takes the initiative himself. 

His benefits may be considered as parallel to what are called comforts 

or conveniences in arrangements of a personal nature: like an easy chair 

or a good fire, which do their part in dispelling cold and fatigue, though 

nature provides both means of rest and animal heat without them.  

     The true gentleman in like manner carefully avoids whatever may 

cause a jar or a jolt in the minds of those with whom he is cast; — all 

clashing of opinion, or collision of feeling, all restraint, or suspicion, or 

gloom, or resentment; his great concern being to make every one at their 

ease and at home. He has his eyes on all his company; he is tender 

towards the bashful, gentle towards the distant, and merciful towards 

the absurd; he can recollect to whom he is speaking; he guards against 

unseasonable allusions, or topics which may irritate; he is seldom 

prominent in conversation, and never wearisome. He makes light of 

favours while he does them, and seems to be receiving when he is 

conferring.  

     He never speaks of himself except when compelled, never defends 

himself by a mere retort, he has no ears for slander or gossip, is 

scrupulous in imputing motives to those who interfere with him, and 

interprets every thing for the best. He is never mean or little in his 

disputes, never takes unfair advantage, never mistakes personalities or 

sharp sayings for arguments, or insinuates evil which he dare not say 

out. From a long-sighted prudence, he observes the maxim of the ancient 

sage, that we should ever conduct ourselves towards our enemy as if he 

were one day to be our friend. He has too much good sense to be 

affronted at insults, he is too well employed to remember injuries, and 

too indolent to bear malice. He is patient, forbearing, and resigned, on 
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philosophical principles; he submits to pain, because it is inevitable, to 

bereavement, because it is irreparable, and to death, because it is his 

destiny. If he engages in controversy of any kind, his disciplined intellect 

preserves him from the blunder. 

 

     Although this multifaceted description represents something of a 

moral straitjacket for those who aspire to follow the path of the “noble 

man,” or “ideal gent” (as we might say today), it seems to advocate 

a way of life that differs very little from the key behaviors and attitudes 

expected of the junzi within the context of Asian society. Woe to him, 

therefore, who is bold (or foolhardy!) enough to take up the challenge, 

either as an Asian or as a Western aspirant, for as the great Confucian 

sage Zengzi puts it most powerfully, 

     The true Knight of the Way must perforce be both broad-shouldered 

and stout of heart; his burden is heavy, and he has far to go. For 

Goodness is the burden that he has taken upon himself; and must we 

not grant that it is a heavy one to bear? Only with death does his 

journey end; then must we not grant that he has far to go? 

  - Analects, VIII:6 

***** 

     In the British Empire of the 19th and early 20th centuries, there existed 

a fairly wide array of orders, decorations, and medals available to most of 

those who served capably and faithfully in the military or the civil service. It 

was not until 1917, however, with the creation of the Most Excellent Order 

of the British Empire by King George V, that the average citizen, male and 

female alike, was allowed to enter into the resplendent company of the 

"great and good," and could stand side-by-side with people from literally the 

entire spectrum of British life and imperial endeavor, both within the UK 

itself, and throughout the Empire. 
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     For its part, the prior reign of George V’s father, King Edward VII, had 

seen an increased number of peerages granted to wealthy and materially 

successful individuals, simply because they were wealthy. No longer was a 

time-honored noble lineage, or significant battlefield heroism, or 

distinguished public service considered to constitute the sole basis for an 

individual’s advancement to the peerage. This quantum shift in royal 

attitudes and nobiliary practice signaled an equally significant shift in 

values, one that thereby opened the once fairly impregnable doors of the 

House of Lords to the countless bankers, industrialists, and wealthy 

newspapermen who during the earlier reign of Queen Victoria had typically 

only been eligible for a knighthood, at best, and even that under the most 

exceptional of circumstances. King Edward VII clearly and cannily 

recognized that the Industrial Revolution had been an enormous “game 

changer,” and that power had effectively and quite distinctly shifted away 

from the old aristocracy and gentry, historic holders of the great country 

estates, and had landed squarely in the hands of the “new men,” a modern 

species of robber baron that increasingly dominated the realms of finance, 

industry, and the rapidly emerging media sector in the more socially relaxed 

Edwardian Age. 

     One of the most common assumptions about newly-titled individuals is 

that they are wealthy, and that they automatically become part of some 

species of aristocracy or other, simply by virtue of having received a noble or 

chivalric title. This, however, is not always true, especially these days, and 

given the widespread democratization of the honors systems of most of the 
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H.R.H. Prince Emmanuel Bushayija  

(titular King Yuhi VI)  

Nephew and designated successor of H. M. King Kigeli V Ndahindurwa 

Head of the Royal House of Rwanda 
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The sash and sash insignia of the  

Royal Order of the Lion (Intare) of Rwanda 
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The sash and sash insignia of the  

Royal Order of the Crested Crane (Umusambi) of Rwanda 
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The sash and sash insignia of the  

Royal Order of the Crown (Ikamba) of Rwanda 
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The sash and sash insignia of the  

Royal Order of the Drum (Kalinga) of Rwanda 
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world's leading nations, this notion is less and less frequently accurate. This 

seemingly contradictory state of affairs will become somewhat less confusing 

to those who consider the life peers created in the UK over the course of the 

past five-and-a-half decades: although a number of life peers have been 

quite wealthy, several of them are of rather humble backgrounds, and many 

are part of what one might term the upper middle-class, in the most general 

sense. 

     By its very nature, aristocracy, or the "rule of the best," is not a middle-

class affair; it is a practice whereby the most historically successful and 

influential elements of a given society consistently exert their power and 

prestige in a concerted effort to control the direction and policies of that 

society, and this across several generations, at least, via inherited status 

(i.e., hereditary nobility). In the UK, the innovative and essentially 

democratic practice of creating life peers has changed forever the once 

rather homogeneous socio-economic landscape that had dominated the 

House of Lords during the course of the past several centuries. Indeed, as 

expressed by Dwayne R. Menezes of Cambridge University, 

 The greatest purpose of the equalising forces in the House of Lords is to 

extend to the working-class person who proved himself/herself noble the 

same honour and privilege that have been passed down for generations in 

England's oldest, noblest and grandest landed families. * 

     Although certainly a very idealistic view of the House of Lords reform of 

the late 1950s, this statement does serve to neatly encapsulate the overall 

driving ethos of the modern British honors system, and indeed, the social 

philosophy that originally inspired the practice of bestowing life peerages. As 

is stated on the BBC's "Democracy X" website, in the section devoted to 

media coverage of the Lords, 

      These are)... [g]reat minds hand-picked from glittering careers in academia, 

business and public life: the House of Lords is a hotbed of talent.** 
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     Unsurprisingly, in today's more egalitarian UK society, no mention is 

made of noble or distinguished antecedents, or of vast family acres; the 

public is provided with only a pared-down "blurb," one that is meant to 

demonstrate that the recently-renovated and newly-invigorated Upper 

Chamber is indeed a truly dynamic place, in tune with the realities and 

challenges of British life in the 21st century. 

     In some circles of our contemporary world, the very mention of nobility, 

or more accurately, of a noble title, is sometimes the occasion for either 

derision or suspicion, and in some instances, for both. The appurtenances 

and privileges historically associated with noble titles have long since fallen 

away, and the newly-ennobled men and women of today occupy a distinctly 

different status than that previously enjoyed by their distinguished 

forerunners. In much the same way, the heads of formerly regnant dynasties 

typically live and move in reduced, if not genuinely impoverished 

circumstances, as was the case with King Kigeli V Ndahindurwa of Rwanda. 

Nevertheless, there exists among deposed monarchs the time-honored and 

universally accepted practice of bestowing orders of knighthood, as well as 

titles of nobility, to those who have served their royal houses in exile in a 

faithful and genuinely disinterested manner.    

     According to nobiliary scholar Dr. Don Francisco Manuel de las Heras y 

Borrero, as salient examples of the legitimate and universally recognized use 

of the quality of jus honorum by non-regnant princes, “[One] can cite the 

titles bestowed by the Archduke Carlos, future Emperor Carlos VI of Austria, 

which were recognized at the end of the War of the Spanish Succession 

(1701-1714) by Felipe V, his contender and rival.” Despite the fact that 

Felipe V emerged as the eventual victor in this bloody, complex, and 

protracted struggle, the titles of his opponent were seen as being fully valid 

and were duly accepted as such by the Crown of Spain, and thus by the 

various courts and governments of the states and nations of the world. 

“Equally,” avers Dr. de las Heras, “the Carlist kings exercised fully this 
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faculty inherent in all sovereigns, bestowing noble titles to their faithful 

followers, titles which today form part of all of the elements of the list of the 

Nobility of the Kingdom of Spain, since the recognition of the same effected 

by General Franco in 1948.” Thus, despite a measure of contention and 

controversy surrounding the acts of the contenders for the Spanish throne, 

the move by Franco to officially recognize the titles and honors that they 

bestowed amply demonstrates the force and extent of the empowerment 

associated with their undisputed roles as fons honorum, a position enjoyed 

by legitimate sovereigns and their heirs throughout history.   

     To further elucidate the nobiliary practices of the Spanish monarchy, 

which remains one of the most notable and respected of the modern world, 

Dr. De las Heras draws on a more recent example from history, that of 

Alfonso XIII. “His Majesty Alfonso XIII, once in exile,” writes de las Heras, 

“also exercised this prerogative [to grant titles of nobility], bestowing on his 

son Alfonso the title of Count of Covadonga, to his son Jaime the title of 

Duke of Segovia, and to the writer and journalist Cesar González Ruano the 

title of Marquis of Cagijal.” Furthermore, after the death of the King in 1941, 

“[h]is heir, the Count of Barcelona, granted to his daughter Pilar the title of 

Duchess of Badajoz, and to his daughter Margarita the title of Duchess of 

Soria, making use of his faculties as Head of the Royal House of Spain.” 

Finally, and in addition to granting titles of nobility to family members and 

distinguished supporters, the Count of Barcelona also bestowed the Order of 

the Golden Fleece on a number of individuals, an order of chivalry long 

recognized as the highest knightly distinction that can be awarded by the 

Spanish Crown. 

     In an article for Gente magazine, entitled “The Nobles of Democratic 

Spain,” Almudena Martinez-Fornes writes with insight of the numerous 

nobiliary creations of H. M. King Juan Carlos: “Allow the aristocracy its true 

significance: to distinguish the best, but to adapt to new times.” Martinez-
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Fornes holds that “[t]his is what His Majesty, The King [Juan Carlos I] has 

done by recognizing with noble titles scores of Spanish citizens who have 

distinguished themselves in a relevant fashion through their efforts.”           

Furthermore, she writes, 

 

     Gone are the times when the nobility showed themselves only in the 

domains of arms or politics. Don Juan Carlos has extended these honors to 

other activities, to include those which can also serve Spain and the Crown, 

and which range from the arts to the sciences, including sport or literature, 

music, history, law, or business.  

 

     This democratization of the practice of conferring titles of nobility in 

Spain powerfully underscores the fact that although this nation can boast a 

long and colorful monarchical past, its government and its people have their 

feet set decidedly in the present moment, with their eyes fixed firmly on the 

future. In keeping with the elimination of the archaic feudal privileges and 

entitlements that once accompanied Spanish noble titles, Martinez-Fornes 

claims that “[n]oble titles do not confer privileges, except for the honor of a 

distinction from the King.” Indeed, if anything, one might reasonably 

contend that the high-profile social recognition that comes from receiving 

one of these titles translates into a further pressure to distinguish oneself, 

or at the very least, to avoid tarnishing in any way the modern image of the 

Spanish nobility, to whose ranks one has been admitted by a Royal Act. 

 

     As Martinez-Fornes states succinctly, “It has already been some time 

since nobiliary titles no longer connote any privileges in Spain.” 

 

      Their value lies in knowing that one has been recognized with one of the 

greatest distinctions that the King can bestow, and that, in the majority of 

cases, this honor will be extended to all of one’s descendants, until the 
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extinction of one’s line.  

 

     Therefore, although public attention and media scrutiny will most 

naturally be drawn to regard those who have been ennobled by the King, 

any genuine “perks” that might be associated with such a status are hard 

to discern. “The last of the privileges,” writes Martinez-Fornes, “was 

abolished in 1984 and permitted the grandees of Spain- which constitute 

the highest dignity of the Spanish nobility- to obtain a diplomatic passport. 

In the time of Alfonso XIII,” she continues, 

 

     the grandees of Spain formed part of the Senate. Other privileges permitted 

were for gentlemen to keep their hats on in the presence of the King, and for 

ladies to remain seated.  

 

     Although these entitlements might seem to us to be quite old-fashioned, 

and the practices with which they were associated to be rather servile in 

nature, anyone who has read the works of the French writer Louis de 

Rouvroy, Duke of Saint-Simon (1675-1755), can attest to the importance 

which was once attached to these seemingly inconsequential matters in the 

various courts of Western Europe. However, according to Ms Martinez-

Fornes, “In the present day, the only distinction that a nobiliary title carries 

with it is to receive the salutation of ‘Excellency,’ in the case of Grandees of 

Spain, and of ‘Illustrious,’ for all other titles,” thus reducing what were once 

real social and economic distinctions to mere questions of titulature and 

courtesy forms of address. 

 

     According to a contemporary Iberian nobleman, the Count of Los 

Acevedos, the profile of the Spanish nobility has altered greatly with the 

march of history. “In the earliest times,” he claims, “almost all the ennobled 

individuals were already great lords.” This, however, was to change 
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markedly, beginning in the 1600s. “In the 17th century,” writes Los Acevedos, 

“began the granting of concessions to those who distinguished themselves 

by their efforts in the service of the Crown, and these were bestowed upon 

military men and men of letters.” The pace and nature of the changes only 

increased with the successive reigns of the various Spanish monarchs of the 

18th and early 19th centuries. “In the 19th century,” he states, “there were 

concessions to people who had distinguished themselves in the War of 

Independence, in politics, in finance, and in diplomacy.” Nevertheless, 

according to Los Acevedos, “It is in this century that the profile [of the 

ennobled] truly changed.” Continuing a trend towards the fundamental 

democratization of public institutions, and the further expansion of a 

meritocratic honors system in Spain, from the beginning of his reign in 1975, 

King Juan Carlos incorporated into the ranks of the nobility not only artists, 

intellectuals, and university professors, but also sportsmen, in addition to 

other individuals who had distinguished themselves in the worlds of finance 

and public service. 

     In her article, Martinez-Fornes highlights one of the most recent Spanish 

bestowals of a noble title. “What is certain,” she observes, “is that the last 

title conferred, the marquisate [sic] of Del Bosque, is that which has most 

surprised people, [and] very pleasantly, not only Spanish citizens, but also 

the very trainer himself,” for it was granted to Vicente del Bosque, trainer of 

the Seleccion Espanol de Futbol. Indeed, according to Martinez-Fornes, 

 

     His wife, Trinidad, could not believe it: ‘We are the children of railroad 

workers,’ she said on the day that the concession was announced. However, 

few people have raised up with more honor and dignity than this new 

marquis the name of Spain throughout the world. His title, as well as the 

marquisate of Samaranch that the King bestowed in 1991 on the President of 

the International Olympic Committee, are the only ones related to sport. 

 

     This sort of ennoblement, based increasingly on accrued merits and 
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genuine personal distinction, has clearly become the trend in the Spanish 

monarchy, and one might reasonably expect the new king, H. M. Felipe VI, 

to follow the nobiliary practices initiated by his revered father over the 

course of a long and successful reign. 

***** 

     Upon reasonable consideration, it becomes readily apparent that 

chivalric and nobiliary distinctions, even those bestowed by the most 

prestigious fons honorum of the 21st century (i.e., the Queen of the United 

Kingdom, the President of France, the King of the Belgians, etc.), no longer 

automatically speak to an individual’s high level of material success or 

renown. These new species of honors, even the nobiliary ones, are meant to 

reward achievement or distinction in one or other of the manifold realms of 

contemporary public life and service, but they certainly no longer 

necessarily connote a high degree of wealth and/or power, as was formerly 

the case with the great hereditary peerages of the Late Middle Ages, or with 

the most coveted chivalric distinctions of the Early Modern Period. 

     In an increasingly plutocratic world, where mercantile and capitalist 

values now reign supreme (even in nominally Communist or Socialist states), 

wealth is seen by many to be the only modern reward with any real or 

lasting value. The perceived power and prestige that were once the natural 

adjuncts of noble rank and station have largely been eschewed by the new 

global financial and technocratic leadership, in favor of a certain measure of 

anonymity, and an equally high degree of freedom from scrutiny or intrusion, 

both of which attributes are not readily available to those who are the 

recipients of noble titles and/or honors from the various states and/or 

sovereigns of our contemporary world. As surviving members of the post-

Revolution French nobility were wont to comment, 

Pour vivre heureux, il faut vivre en cachet. 

(In order to live happily, one must live in hiding.) 
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     This sage advice of the early 19th century has clearly found its own brand 

of modern adherent, for many are those whose family fortunes and personal 

successes today go unnoticed by the public at large, thereby assuring these 

individuals at least a modicum of freedom from the prying eyes of the wider 

world. Thus it is that, although nobiliary and titular distinctions still retain 

a measure of importance in contemporary society, the scant prerogatives 

and archaic entitlements of noble rank are no longer considered to be 

alluring enough to entice the supremely wealthy and powerful to relinquish 

the insulating cocoon of their relative anonymity. The measure of privacy 

today enjoyed by the elites of the world allows them to enjoy to the fullest 

the material appurtenances that accompany such a condition, and to avoid 

the close study of the international media, an increasingly intrusive and 

unsympathetic electronic entity that frequently makes much of the personal 

peccadilloes, irregularities of behavior, and moral shortcomings (both real 

and perceived) of the recently titled and newly honored. In this fashion, 

perhaps, we can see a potential for the ultimate demise of the practice of 

bestowing nobiliary titles and distinctions, in that there may come a time in 

the not-so-distant future when people will no longer desire or much value 

this species of honorific distinction, accompanied as it must be by a 

concomitant and considerable measure of personal scrutiny and unwanted 

intrusion.  

     Nevertheless, and despite the rather gloomy and looming prospect of a 

world bereft of well-merited honorifics, a parting glance at E.M. Forster's 

views on the importance of what we might rightfully describe as the "natural 

aristocrat" (or the essentially “noble man” of the Confucian tradition) will not 

come at all amiss in this context, despite the rather egalitarian tone of the 

essay’s title. 

     I believe in aristocracy, though -- if that is the right word, and if a 

democrat may use it. Not an aristocracy of power, based upon rank and 

influence, but an aristocracy of the sensitive, the considerate and the plucky. 
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Its members are to be found in all nations and classes, and all through the 

ages, and there is a secret understanding between them when they meet. 

They represent the true human tradition, the one permanent victory of our 

queer race over cruelty and chaos. Thousands of them perish in obscurity, a 

few are great names. They are sensitive for others as well as themselves, 

they are considerate without being fussy, their pluck is not swankiness but 

power to endure, and they can take a joke.  

- "Two Cheers for Democracy" (1951) 

     To this, one can add nothing other than a truly hearty (and heartfelt), 

“Amen!” while continuing to work for better times, and for a renascence of 

the values, education, and conduct associated with the very best elements of 

the traditions of nobility and honor that are the common heritage of all 

mankind.  

 

* from the website of the Hereditary Peers Association: accessed 05.20.2014 

** from the website of the British Broadcasting Corporation: accessed 05.21.2014 
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Part Three: 
 

NULLI SECUNDUS: 
Modern Recognition of the Institution of Nobility 

 
Semper primus, nulli secundus. 

(“Ever first, never second.”) 
 

- heraldic motto of the Barons Gauldrée-Boilleau 
  

*** 

The fast-paced, competitive world of today accords less and less room 

to what might frequently be considered by some to be antiquated notions of 

the past. Harried in his pursuit of material comfort, adequate financial 

resources, and at least some measure of ego-salving appurtenances, the 

average global citizen of today gives little (if any) thought to nobiliary honors 

and titles. Historically speaking, the concept of titles of honor is most 

commonly associated with the ancient institution of monarchy, a form of 

government that appears to be increasingly on the wane in our 

contemporary world. However, titles of honor, like such other cultural 

elements as great works of art, philosophical thought, and significant 

political and social developments, comprise part of the precious common 

heritage of world civilization, and should, like them, be accorded their due 

place, even in the twenty-first century.  

 

This short study will briefly discuss the realities behind, and 

significance of, titles of honor in the context of contemporary culture, and 

will also focus on those granted by a deposed sovereign, King Kigeli V 

Ndahindurwa of Rwanda, one who, until his death in 2016, no longer had 

access to any apparatus of state that might have served to make the said 

titles effective in a strictly practical sense. In addition, I will touch on the 

cultural value of maintaining the practice of granting nobiliary titles, 

especially as a mark of honor bestowed by a monarch upon those who have 

contributed to the support of his/her dynasty, and as a living link with vital 
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traditional components of the historical past. 

 

What are today described as titles of honor, or nobiliary titles, derive 

their origins from Latin terms used more than one thousand years ago as 

titular designations, terms which held a strong and clear connotation for all 

members of the societies in which they were formulated and used. Most 

well-known today are those that originally sprang from the ancient past of 

Roman Europe, and which with slight alteration have come down to us in 

modern English as duke, marquess/marquis, count, viscount, and baron. 

Although many people today might find that these titles quickly conjure up 

romantic images of Arthurian epics, daring deeds, and chivalrous conduct, 

in reality, they had their origins in very bloody, turbulent, and decidedly 

unromantic circumstances, and in a period of time in European history that 

was both supremely violent and frequently perilous.  

 

The most senior of the above-mentioned titles, that of duke, draws its 

origins from Latin civilization, as the dux was a high-ranking military leader 

of ancient Rome, one who held sway over large armies and considerable 

territories, usually those that had been conquered by Roman arms. The 

second title, in order of hierarchical seniority, is marquess/marquis, a title 

that is derived from the Latin designation for those noblemen who patrolled 

and defended the “marches,” or frontier areas of ancient and medieval 

European states. 

 

The rank of count is derived from the Latin word comes, meaning 

“companion,” signifying in this instance a companion of the sovereign, and 

was meant to denote those who were his very close liege men, and who were 

awarded the control and usufruit of territories that we would today 

designate as “counties.”  

The viscount was quite simply a vice-comes, or “vice-count,” and this 

title was originally intended to describe a nobleman who assisted the count, 
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usually by standing in for him when it came to the protection and oversight 

of his comital domains. The viscount was frequently a son, or at least a male 

relative of the count himself, and was thus empowered to act on his father’s 

(or relative’s behalf). The baron, from the Carolingian Latin word baro, 

meaning (free) man (i.e., the monarch’s “man”), or warrior, was a nobleman 

who, as the sovereign’s sworn feudatory, usually held his lands directly 

through royal grant, and comprised part of his sovereign’s bulwark “on the 

ground” in the provinces. 

 

What is clear from the brief thumbnail descriptions given above, 

however, is that all of these titles, which today are considered by many to be 

rather fanciful in their origin and connotation, were quite literally the “job 

titles” of those who were the fighting and landowning aristocracy of their day. 

The etymology of all of these titles speaks directly to their origins, not 

exclusively as colorful and high-flown designations for socially distinguished 

persons, but as real-life appellations for those who played an active and 

often hazardous role in the maintenance of order, safety, and justice during 

the storm-tossed epoch known today as the Middle Ages.   

 

Over the centuries, however, as the tumultuous days of the Dark Ages 

and medieval periods gave way to a more urbanized, and less violent sort of 

society, these titles slowly began to lose their connections with their original 

meanings, and increasingly to take on more rarefied connotations than 

those that they had initially borne on the battlefields and in the castles of 

Europe roughly one thousand years ago. Grants of land, wealth, and local 

power still frequently accompanied these designations, but now the duke 

was not always a leader of vast armies, nor was the count necessarily a close 

companion of his sovereign, although he might still hold lands comprising 

an area known as a county. Finally, the baron might not any longer have 

held his lands in direct feud from a sovereign, but might simply have 

inherited them from his father. He was, however (in theory at least), still his 
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overlord’s “liege man of life and limb,” who had pledged to “live and die 

against all manner of folks,” in order to preserve the rights and safety of his 

monarch. 

 

Just as warlike pursuits gave way to commerce and industry as 

European society became increasingly developed and more technologically-

oriented, so too did grants of noble titles for feats of arms give way to grants 

that were made on the basis of other sorts of service to the state, such as in 

the realms of politics, diplomacy, and jurisprudence. Eventually, with the 

powerful and seemingly inevitable rise of the urban bourgeoisie of Europe 

during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries (and especially with the 

coming of the Industrial Revolution), those who distinguished themselves in 

the realms of industry, finance, the arts, or the sciences increasingly came 

to find themselves the beneficiaries of nobiliary grants, as well. 

 

What had changed significantly, however, apart from the nature and 

extent of the activities that might garner one a title of honor, was the nature 

of the “nobility” associated with the title itself. The ancient nobility of any of 

the major countries of Western Europe was originally a “nobility of blood,” 

often described as going back to “time immemorial,” and perpetuated by 

intermarriage with those of similarly noble blood, often with the aim of 

consolidating dynastic power, and in an atmosphere of stability and 

common understanding, as two people from a common social background 

knowingly united themselves, both for their own benefit, and for the mutual 

benefit of their families. The original Latin word, nobilis, was meant to 

denote someone who was “known,” or particularly “noted” in the socio-

political context of both Republican and Imperial Rome. In the same way, 

the original aristocratic families of the Middle Ages had by and large been 

noble quite literally “forever,” and owed their status not to letters patent 

issued by a modern sovereign, but to the fact that their progenitors were 

fully recognized as nobilis (theoretically speaking, at least), before the era of 
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recorded time, and were known to have lived and died as nobles for several 

centuries, at least.  

 

Those who came after these “original nobles,” and who earned their 

status through service in government office, military command, the legal 

system, distinction in finance, etc., were in most instances known as the 

“parchment nobility” of their respective nations, and were therefore 

considered to be a bit “second class” by members of the ancient nobility of 

their day. As a direct result of these changes, today’s original “blue-blood” 

nobles and “parchment nobles” exist side by side throughout the present 

(and former) monarchies of Western Europe.  

One of the most notable examples of this coexistence is in modern 

Spain, where both types of nobles form part of the historic élite of the nation. 

This shift in the granting of titles of honor goes back almost four hundred 

years there, beginning with the reign of Philip IV (r. 1621-1665). According 

to María del Mar Felices de la Fuente, “During the seventeenth century, 

the [Spanish] titled nobility ceased to be a select and limited group, opening 

up gradually to those without noble origins, who were able to acquire a title 

of nobility through diverse systems that were established for this purpose.” 

Although one could not rightly call this shift in the approach to grants of 

titles of honor in any way democratic, at least in the modern understanding 

of the word, it did represent a move away from according titles only to those 

who formed part of the traditional fighting and landowning caste of the age. 

 

Nevertheless, it took the creation by Napoleon of the so-called noblesse 

d’Empire to usher in what was truly a watershed development in the history 

of grants of nobiliary titles, for it brought with it a new way of looking at 

titles of honor, one that saw them quite simply as marks of personal (or 

familial) distinction awarded by a sovereign (or a state), and not as 

indicators of the inherent possession of any hereditary quality, such as 
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“nobility of blood,” per se. Given the political climate after the French 

Revolution (which, in 1791, had abolished both nobiliary titles and chivalric 

distinctions in a tempestuous nocturnal session of its legislature), Napoleon 

was extremely wary of creating anything that was too strongly associated 

with the deeply despised Bourbon pyramid of obnoxious aristocratic 

privilege and unquestioned noble birthright that had consigned most of 

France’s dynamic bourgeois population to second-class citizenship, at best. 

He did, however, wish to recognize and reward those who had distinguished 

themselves in the service of his new imperial state, and thus was born the 

Napoleonic nobility, with a decree of 1 March, 1808.   

  

The use of the word nobility is, strictly speaking, a fundamental 

misnomer (at least in the narrowest definition of the term), as neither the 

titles themselves (nor even the lands and monies initially granted by the 

Emperor to support these titles) brought their recipients any species of 

“noble status” in the fashion formerly associated with the ancien régime. 

Thus, it was that these individuals were accorded both titles and 

possessions in reward for their efforts, but neither of these conferred any 

species of “nobility” whatsoever, despite the use of what had formerly been 

nomenclature associated exclusively with those who enjoyed a fully “noble” 

status within society. The one exception in Napoleon’s imperial titular 

Pantheon was the title of marquis, which had been roundly ridiculed by the 

great French playwright, Molière, and was thus specifically omitted by the 

Emperor, ever mindful as he was of the potential for the absurd that lay 

dormant in his newly-minted chivalric and nobiliary creations. 

After the Second Restoration of the Bourbon monarch Louis XVIII 

(r.1814/15-1824), the assimilation of the noblesse d’Empire with that of the 

ancienne noblesse was further bolstered by Article 71 of the Constitutional 

Charter of 4 June, 1814, which declared quite succinctly, “The ancient 

nobility [shall] reassume its titles, the new [nobility] shall preserve its [titles].” 

Furthermore, and in a demonstration of the new and seemingly inalterable 
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nobiliary realities that prevailed in France, after both the Revolution and the 

First Empire periods, Louis XVIII undertook to maintain the exclusively 

honorific nature of any titles of nobility that he saw fit to grant. “The King,” 

continues Article 71 of the Charter, 

 

creates nobles at will; but he does not accord to them anything but 

ranks and honors, without any exemption from the charges and duties of 

society. 

 

This was an eminently practical arrangement, one which recognized 

the immense social and political changes that had swept across France 

since 1789, and one that held fast until the end of the reign of the Orleanist 

dynast, Louis Philippe (1830-1848). Throughout the brief Republican period 

that followed the fall of Louis Philippe in 1848, titles of nobility were 

generally tolerated, but no longer actively bestowed, as France had a Prince-

President as its Head of State (Louis-Napoleon Bonaparte, later Emperor 

Napoleon III), but as yet, no reigning monarch who might grant creditable 

royal orders and noble titles. 

During the period of the Second Empire (1852-1870), however, the 

Emperor Napoleon III (1808-1873) restored the legal recognition of titles, 

including those of the ancienne noblesse (both original and “parchment”), as 

well as of the noblesse d’Empire created by his uncle, the first Bonaparte 

sovereign of France. Despite the governmental recognition of these 

honorifics, however, there were already many who questioned the validity, 

and indeed, the real value of such titles of honor. “The nobility, particularly 

that of the last century and of ours, is comprised of nothing real,” wrote the 

politician Jean Girard. 

 

For a long time now, there are no more dukes, counts, or marquises in 

the proper sense of the terms, duces, comites, marchiones, which is to say 

leaders of armies, companions of the prince, defenders of the marches or 
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frontiers; these are words that have survived when the things have ceased to 

exist. These words no longer represent anything today; this is what one calls 

a chimera, and they serve to do nothing more than to satisfy the vanity of 

people who approach sovereigns. 

 

     However (and notwithstanding the general accuracy of the foregoing 

passage by Girard), despite the fact that Napoleon I’s empire was a relatively 

short-lived affair, the influence of his new concept of titles of honor has 

continued to play a considerable role  in the granting and recognition of 

modern noble titles. Although the practice of granting life peerages in the UK 

had been employed in relatively few cases before the passage of the Life 

Peerages Act of 1958 (and largely for independently noble heiresses), this bill, 

which came exactly one hundred and fifty years after the institution by 

Napoleon of his imperial nobility, may be seen as having been at least 

partially inspired by the Emperor’s retooling of the concept of titles of honor. 

Today, a person who is granted a life peerage in the UK is considered to 

comprise part of the nobility of the nation for his or her lifetime, is accorded 

a noble honorific (Lord or Baroness), and is given a seat in the House of 

Lords, but little else accrues to the individuals so named.  

 

     What does not change, however, is the life peer’s “civil status,” despite 

the application of certain honorifics to the individual’s given name(s). There 

is no longer any question of “noble blood” resulting from this grant of a life 

peerage, nor do a life peer’s offspring in any way benefit directly from a 

change in status; they are accorded the courtesy form of address of “The 

Honorable,” but they themselves cannot pass even that element on to their 

posterity. Finally, and as is suggested by the words “life peerage,” upon the 

death of the honoree, the title expires, not being in any way transmissible to 

members of the life peer’s immediate family. 

 

     One of the shortcomings of the modern practice of granting titles of 
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honor is, however, the fact that they can now be bestowed upon practically 

anyone who has performed a service (or realized an achievement) that has 

sufficiently caught the attention of a sovereign, either regnant or deposed. 

This is not a strictly contemporary phenomenon, however, as this state of 

affairs has been noted in previous centuries, as well. Indeed, on this score, 

Girard is equally straightforward in his condemnation of the nobiliary 

creations of his own time, that of the French Second Empire. “The principal 

shortcoming of the nobility that is conferred in our day,” he writes, 

 

     is that one knows very well that he who is now thus invested was, the 

night before, from the class of all the people, and that one cannot believe in a 

sudden transformation that makes of him and his family a man and a family 

apart, superiors to their equals, and almost of a different species than they. 

That which we think of the nobleman of yesterday, we think also of even the 

ancient nobleman, as we know the moment more or less distant at which the 

ancestors of the latter were commoners, and the same as their equals. How 

can one consider oneself to be inferior to either one or the other? It is a species 

of magic trick, it is a prodigy that we simply cannot admit in our time. 

 

     Nevertheless, not only did Napoleon’s reworking of the notion of titles of 

nobility fundamentally reorient modern European views on the nature of 

these distinctions, it also led sovereigns to make grants of nobiliary titles 

solely as a type of honor, and one that does not in any way confer a species 

of “nobility of blood,” or any privileged status whatsoever within the law, 

even if it is a hereditary and fully transmissible title that is granted. In this 

fashion, the re-imagined concept of titles has freed sovereigns, especially 

deposed monarchs like the late exiled King Kigeli V of Rwanda (who 

fundamentally lacked the structures and means to make these titles legally 

binding within his former kingdom), from the need to engage entities such 

as a “house of peers,” or a grouping of “knightage and baronetage,” in order 

to enhance the validity of the titles of honor that they bestow, or to confer a 
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role in government thereby.  

 

     Dr. Pier Felice degli Uberti, President of the International Commission on 

Orders of Chivalry, has written extensively about the nature and validity of 

honors granted in the modern world by deposed sovereigns. “I want to 

emphasize,” writes degli Uberti, 

 

  that although I disagree from a legal point of view with the grants of 

nobiliary titles made from exile or by descendants [of deposed sovereigns]… I 

consider them a good idea, [and] particularly valid as [possessing a] moral 

value which in some manner… maintain[s] a tradition of our [common] culture 

which deserves not to die. 

 

     Some experts, however, are far more unequivocal in their support of 

those monarchs who have been deposed, but who are still considered to 

retain the full range of their sovereign rights and entitlements. According to 

Brazilian legal scholar Dr. Paulo Bonavides, 

  

     Sovereignty is one and indivisible, it cannot be delegated, sovereignty is 

irrevocable, sovereignty is perpetual, sovereignty is a supreme power. 

 

     There are a number of international scholars who support the idea that 

sovereigns, even those who no longer occupy their thrones, continue to 

enjoy de jure all of the legal rights and entitlements that they enjoyed while 

still regnant (both de jure and de facto) in power. Among these is the Greco-

American heraldist Kimon Andreou, an official of the Augustan Society. 

“Collectively,” writes Andreou, “former dynasts are called ‘pretenders,’ and 

through custom are permitted to use their prior titles.” In fact, claims 

Andreou,  
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     All of these pretenders… can still use their previously held titles, and are 

recognized in international law as heads of state. 

 

     Dr. Stephen Kerr, a former legal advisor to the Imperial House of 

Habsburg-Lorraine, and Professor of Law at Antioch University, Washington, 

DC, holds a deeply-researched viewpoint on the nature and validity of titles 

of honor, as well as on chivalric orders granted by deposed sovereigns.  

 

     Among… objects of international law are legitimate orders of chivalry. To 

be legitimate, an order of chivalry must have a fons honorum, a sovereign 

house, a State, or other international person. Without such a sovereign fons 

honorum, the legitimacy of an order of chivalry lapses. Similar to a public 

vessel, nuclear weapon, or the bed of a navigable river, no private person can 

own an order of chivalry. Because the validity or legitimacy of an order of 

chivalry depends upon its possession of a sovereign fons honorum, a subject 

of international law; such orders of chivalry are also objects of public 

international law and fall within the scope of international law in the same 

manner as do public vessels and nuclear weapons. 

 

     However, writing specifically about the case of H. M. King Kigeli V 

Ndahindurwa of Rwanda, Dr. degli Uberti has the following to say about the 

recognition of titles bestowed by deposed monarchs: 

 

No official state authority recognizes such titles (i.e., courtesy nobiliary titles), 

although there are today former European royal houses who continue to grant 

nobiliary titles … The Rwandan titles are honors that now have a moral value 

inside the dynasty [the Nyiginya dynasty and its followers] and among those 

who are supporters of King Kigeli. If Kigeli returns to the throne, the honors 

will have effective value in a form that can be accepted by the Kingdom of 

Rwanda. 
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     Nevertheless, according to Dr. Kerr, 

 

     Under the doctrines of public international law a ruler who is deprived of 

the government of his country by either an invader or revolutionaries remains 

the legitimate de jure Sovereign of that Country while the de facto regime set 

up by the revolutionaries or the invader is considered an "usurper," both 

constitutionally and internationally. [See Hugo Grotius De jure belli ac 

pacis, libri Tres, Book I, Chapter 4, Nos. 15-19]. 

 

     Thus it is that a deposed ruler like King Kigeli V must, until the moment 

of his death, have been considered the de jure sovereign of his country, 

Rwanda, having been illegally deprived of rule by a coup in direct 

contravention of the UN General Assembly’s Resolutions Nos. 1579, 1580 

and 1605 (of 1960 and 1961, respectively). Furthermore, as this was the 

case, and as a valid and fully functional fons honorum (fountain of honors), 

he wa therefore legally empowered to bestow titles of honor and orders of 

chivalry as he saw fit, and to create the same according to his own wishes 

and with his chosen nomenclature and specifications, and all of this in the 

interest of the survival of his dynasty, as well as of his dynasty's continuing 

claim to the sovereignty of the Kingdom of Rwanda. 

      The above facts about the late King Kigeli’s situation notwithstanding, 

the two fundamentally antithetical views of Dr. degli Uberti and Dr. Kerr 

about the nature and extent of sovereignty, and of the validity of titles of 

honor bestowed by deposed monarchs, serve to demonstrate just how wide a 

gulf exists in the opinions held about the grants of nobiliary titles and 

chivalric honors that are made in the modern world. Nevertheless, a good 

example of grants of title made by a deposed sovereign that were fairly 

universally recognized can be found in those that were made by King James 

II of England while he was in exile, after having lost his throne to his 

daughter, Mary, and to his son-in-law, William of Orange, in the Glorious 
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Revolution of 1688.  

 

    What is today known as the “Jacobite nobility” was the direct result of 

James II’s bestowal of titles of nobility on those of his faithful followers who 

had done him good service in the many years of his exile on the Continent. 

Although these titles are no longer officially recognized today (given the fact 

that there is a reigning descendant of the House of Hanover on the British 

throne), they were in their day accorded a wide measure of recognition and 

respect in many of the various courts of Western Europe, and even now, the 

modern descendants of the original grantees remain proud of their 

association with an ancestor who was the recipient of a title of nobility from 

the last of the reigning Stuart kings. 

  According to the Marquis of Ruvigny, editor of the authoritative Jacobite 

Peerage, 

 

The Stuart Kings in exile (James II 1689-1700, James III 1700-1766, Charles 

III 1766-1788 and Henry IX 1788-1807) were accorded many of the privileges 

of their royal rank by foreign sovereigns, including recognition (either explicitly 

or implicitly) of the various titles of nobility, baronetcies and knighthoods 

conferred by all but the last, Henry IX, who declined the exercise of these 

prerogatives. 

 

     Thus it was that, despite the fact that the Stuart monarchs were in exile 

in continental Europe from the end of the seventeenth century to the 

beginning of the nineteenth century, their nobiliary and chivalric creations 

were accorded widespread recognition by various sovereigns of Europe, and 

this for well over one hundred years. It must be remembered, however, that 

the fact that most governments of the time were still monarchies certainly 

played a key role in these recognitions, and one is thus moved to wonder 

whether or not these creations would be accorded the same measure of 

honor and respect by the largely republican states of our contemporary 
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world, were they to be promulgated today by a sovereign who found himself 

in similar circumstances. 

 

     One may thus safely aver that deposed monarchs of the modern age face 

a rather less-than-congenial landscape when it comes to recognition of their 

own royal styles and privileges, as well as of the honors and titles that they 

bestow, than did their august forebears, who inhabited a world that was far 

more inclined to acknowledge and support such creations. Furthermore, 

and largely because of the distinctly republican cast of contemporary society 

throughout most of the world, securing a measure of respect for these 

honors is something of an uphill battle for those who bear distinctions 

awarded by these beleaguered former potentates, or by their successors and 

subsequent dynastic descendants. Certainly, there still exists a high degree 

of curiosity and a species of enduring fascination for fallen monarchs 

(especially in those countries, like the United States, which have never really 

had one of their own), but this is also tempered by an equal measure of 

suspicion, and sometimes, even of derision, for there are those, as well, who 

derive pleasure from the spectacle of a once-powerful sovereign living in 

reduced and humble circumstances. 

     One of the chief objections that was frequently raised when considering 

the titles of honor that were bestowed by the late exiled King of Rwanda, H. 

M. Kigeli V Ndahindurwa, is that the nomenclature used for these titles was 

basically identical to that found in most Western European monarchies, i.e., 

duke, marquis, count, viscount, and baron, and that it reflected neither the 

spirit, nor the substance, of analogous traditional titles in Rwandan culture. 

King Kigeli awarded knighthoods as well, in the Royal Orders of the Lion, 

the Crested Crane, the Crown, and the Drum; these, however, do draw their 

inspiration directly from the traditional Rwandan royal awards of, 

respectively, the Umudende (the Necklace of the Seventh), the Impotore (the 

Torse Bracelet), the Gucana Uruti (the Cremation of the Javelin) and the 

Kalinga (the Drum). What is therefore at issue, however, is whether or not a 
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sovereign is limited in any way by the range of traditional awards within his 

country, or whether he may create new ones, or may freely use different 

nomenclature for those he does create ex nihilo. 

     Dr. W. H. Jones of the Macquarie University in Australia has the 

following to say about the groundbreaking nobiliary creations of the 

Japanese and Korean emperors of the 19th century:  

 

      In 1869 under the new Meiji government, a Japanese peerage was 

created by an Imperial decree merging the former Court nobility (kuge) and 

former feudal lords (daimyo) into a single new aristocratic class called the 

kazoku. The House of Peers consisted of princes, marquises, counts, viscounts 

and barons. The Korean empire also had a system of aristocratic rank that 

equated to that of Europe, with titles similar to those of Japan. Although these 

titles may have seemed strange at the time, they created a hierarchy that was 

comprehensible to both the Japanese and Koreans, and also to outsiders. 

Nobody would deny the rulers of Japan and Korea the right to create 

European-style titles[.] 

 

     Clearly, there exist puissant and persuasive precedents in the cases of 

both Japan and Korea for the creation of ranks and titles of honor largely 

from scratch, and bearing concepts and nomenclature drawn from a foreign 

cultural tradition, in both these cases from that of Western Europe. 

Furthermore, as King Kigeli was a formerly regnant monarch, and never 

abdicated his throne, he still retained his role of fons honorum, or “fountain 

of honors,” until the time of his death. Furthermore, the King was actively 

on the throne for roughly two years, between 1959 and 1961, and was 

universally recognized as the Head of State of the Kingdom of Rwanda 

during that time, albeit a state that had been under the supervision of 

Belgium, via United Nations mandate, since 1945.  

     If, however (in the public mind, at least) there still persists some measure 

of doubt about the place of titles of honor and chivalric orders bestowed by 
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deposed rulers, how then should those who bear these titles and honors 

(such as those that were bestowed by King Kigeli V Ndahindurwa in his 

capacity of deposed sovereign and Head-of-State-in-Exile of the Kingdom of 

Rwanda) bear appropriate witness to this fact in a public setting? Dr. Jones 

opines that 

 

   …recipients of such honours should not be afraid to admit belonging to an 

order or having a title. If a monarch in exile or a pretender saw fit to honour 

someone in this fashion, then it would be quite proper to admit it. Not to do so 

would mean denying the donor. The significant issue is the use or display [of] 

such titles and awards with discretion.  

 

     The author of the present paper is the recipient of two orders of state (the 

National Order of Merit of France, and the Royal Order of the Lion of 

Rwanda), as well as of four dynastic orders (the Royal Order of the Drum of 

Rwanda, the Royal Order of the Crown of Rwanda, the Royal Order of the 

Crested Crane of Rwanda, and the Royal Order of Saint Michael of the Wing 

of Portugal), and a title of honor from the late King of Rwanda (that of 

Viscount Saint-David of Grandpré). As an honor bestowed by the President 

of France, the author’s rank of Knight of the National Order of Merit is the 

more widely acknowledged of the group (due undoubtedly to France’s higher 

profile in the contemporary world). Nevertheless, comparable recognition 

and attention have also been paid to the honors that have been bestowed 

upon him by King Kigeli V of Rwanda. However, in a strictly juridical sense, 

as the President of the French Republic is the presiding Head of State of a 

government currently in power, and King Kigeli was the deposed ruler of a 

former kingdom, and lived most of his life in exile, it is the former award 

that is most universally acknowledged and highlighted in this author’s 

dealings with individuals and institutions throughout the world.  

     With regard to the recognized legal rights of deposed sovereigns, Dr. W. H. 

Jones writes clearly and definitively of the survival of their empowerment to 
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create and/or confirm titles of nobility, as well as to award royal and 

dynastic orders of chivalry to their followers and other supporters. 

 

     It may be safely stated that the legitimate claimants to the Headship of 

formerly reigning families can assume the prerogative to award their Royal or 

Dynastic Orders and, to the extent that the last Constitutions of those 

particular Monarchies so permitted, enjoy such other prerogatives as can be 

exercised in actuality. These may, for example, include the right to create or 

confirm titles of nobility. 

     Thus it is that, as the late de jure King of Rwanda was a man of great 

dignity, probity, and profound Roman Catholic religious faith, and was the 

last in a long and distinguished line of sacred kings of the Great Lakes 

region of Central Africa, the titles of honor and orders of chivalry that he 

bestowed have the same legal, cultural, and personal value as those granted 

by contemporary sovereigns regnant, such as H. M. Queen Elizabeth II, H. 

M. King Karl XIV Gustav of Sweden, and H. M. King Willem-Alexander of the 

Netherlands. H. M. King Jean-Baptiste Kigeli V Ndahindurwa was the head 

of a dynasty that stretches back to Gihanga, founder of the Kingdom of 

Rwanda in 1081 CE, and thus the awards from this sovereign also possess a 

unique cultural and historical significance, as well as a very personal one 

for this author, given his additional role as official biographer of His Late 

Majesty. Indeed, the late mwami, or king, of the Banyarwanda was the last 

link in an extended and unbroken chain of reigning monarchs that stretches 

farther back in historical time than the age of the Norman Plantagenet 

rulers in England (1154-1485). Furthermore, the late King’s paternal 

grandfather, Kigeli IV Rwabugili (r.1853-1895) was the greatest of Rwanda’s 

warrior monarchs and territorial expansionists, and the one who eventually 

extended the Kingdom’s boundaries to their greatest physical limits in over 

eight centuries of Nyiginya rule. 

 

        Of the last King of Portugal (whose circumstances were largely 
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analogous to those of the departed King Kigeli), as well as of the present 

Duke of Braganza, Dr. W. H. Jones has the following to say: 

 

In Portugal, both the deposed Monarch, Miguel I, and the last King of the 

"liberal" Monarchy (deposed in 1910), bestowed titles of nobility while in exile. 

H.R.H. Dom Duarte, Duke of Braganza, the claimant to the Portuguese Throne, 

has not only awarded the Royal Order of the Immaculate Conception of Villa 

Viçosa, the only Order of the former Kingdom not taken over by the Republic, 

but has also re-established a long dormant Order, that of Saint Michael of the 

Wing[.] 

 

        In connection with the various grants of nobiliary titles made in the 

final years of the Portuguese monarchy, Dr. Jones observes that 

 

     [t]he Republican authorities have looked with a benevolent eye on the 

activities of Dom Duarte, who has a substantial following within the country 

and has always conducted himself with considerable dignity. His late father 

created a Council of Nobility, now under the Presidency of the Marques de 

Pombal, which he has invested with delegated powers to confirm in his name 

titles created during the Monarchy but now extinct or dormant. A feature of 

the titles created under the "liberal" monarchy was that a substantial number 

were created for the life of the grantee, or for one or two lives thereafter. The 

Council has also been given the power to revive or extend the life of such titles, 

generally, although not necessarily, for the representative of the original 

grantee. Thus, by such "revivals" the Council may sometimes be creating new 

titles.  

  

        Thus it is that, both in the matter of the granting of titles of nobility, 

and in the bestowal of dynastic orders of chivalry, according to Dr. Jones 

there are clear and powerful precedents that demonstrate quite ineluctably 

that an empowerment as fons honorum is enjoyed both by dethroned 
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monarchs, and by their direct successors (as pretenders to the selfsame 

throne). 

Among the chivalric awards bestowed by the late King Kigeli, the Royal 

Order of the Lion, in particular, also retains special significance for this 

author, as it was founded in 1946 by King Mutara III Rudahigwa (1911-

1959), a man who was widely acknowledged to be a “hero king” in the 

classical mold, and whose suspected assassination by poisoning on 25 July, 

1959, most probably at the hands of the Belgian tutelary authorities in 

Rwanda, brought the late mwami to the throne in place of his late half-

brother. Created as a Royal Order of State of the Kingdom of Rwanda, 

registered with the Vatican State in 1947 (through the Foreign Missions 

Office in Paris), and later bestowed by King Kigeli in his role of Head-of-

State-in-Exile, the Order of the Lion has been awarded to such 

distinguished international figures as H. H. Pope Pius XII (1950), H. I. M. 

Emperor Haile Selassie of Ethiopia (1957), H. M. King Baudoin of Belgium 

(1955), and H. G. Don Francisco Borbon y Escasany, 5th Duke of Seville and 

Grandee of Spain (2005), among others.  

Therefore, to those who are aware of the deep significance and 

historical origins of the traditional royal awards of Rwanda, and thus those 

of their nobiliary and chivalric modern successors, the genuine value and 

prestige of the awards themselves become readily apparent, and only add to 

the profound sense of honor and pride that is rightfully derived from being a 

member of any of the contemporary royal orders of Rwanda. There is a 

strong tendency in certain quarters to dismiss all but the most well-known 

and exclusive of the traditional European orders of knighthood and merit, 

but this is erroneous and narrow-minded chauvinism at its worst, for the 

bestowal of such awards as the Royal Order of the Lion of Rwanda spring 

from a similarly distinguished and equally valid historical tradition as the 

aforementioned Portuguese orders (albeit one that was completely unknown 

to Europeans until the end of the nineteenth century), and one whose 

outward manifestations, in the forms of titular nomenclature and chivalric 
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accoutrements, have only recently been adapted to fit the norms of 

contemporary dynastic, royal, national, and international orders of chivalry. 

      
Although the various questions and issues explored above may seem 

rather arcane to some, and of little genuine consequence in today’s world 

of headlong opportunism, egotistical self-obsession, and misguided personal 

ambitions, the maintenance of such key components of our precious human 

cultural heritage as the creation, use, and recognition of titles of honor 

should rightfully play a substantial role in the struggle against the complete 

eradication of the best elements of the common past of our various 

civilizations. These cultural practices, hallowed throughout the civilized 

world by the passage of centuries, and still of inestimable value in honoring 

and uplifting individuals of genuine merit, ability, and truly altruistic spirit, 

form the cornerstone of the bulwark that must be erected to stem the tide of 

mindless acquisitiveness and fundamentally anti-social mercantilism, both 

the sworn enemies of all that is truly noble and of supreme value in the 

collective human spirit.  
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APPENDIX 

Excerpts from the Guidance on Honors of the  

de jure Kingdom of Rwanda 

 

     Titles of nobility in the Kingdom of Rwanda historically consisted of the 

rank of Chief and Sub-Chief, but this was expanded by His Most Christian 

Majesty King Mutara III Rudahigwa so that there were five degrees of Chief. 

This was noted by Rwandan historian Father Alexis Kagame in his papers, 

and the King built a small but more European-style palace in Rwanda and 

began incorporating European-style clothing into the Royal garb by 1940. 

H.M. King Mutara III performed this change prior to his untimely death in 

1959, and he was in the process of revising the honours system of Rwanda 

to more closely align to a continental European system. As the fons 

honourum of the de jure Kingdom of Rwanda and an anointed King, His Most 

Christian Majesty King Kigeli V has the full legal right to create new 

traditions within his Kingdom and also finish the work previously begun by 

his half-brother, Mutara III.  

TITLES OF NOBILITY OF ROYAL RWANDA 

Duc/Prince or Duchesse/Princesse 

     New grants of the titles of nobility of Duc or Prince and Duchesse or 

Princesse are generally reserved only for members of the Royal family of 

Rwanda from the date of this Guidance, but these honours can and have 

been given to non-Royal persons. 

     Historically, the equivalent of a ducal or princely title in the Kingdom of 

Rwanda was a royal gift that translates as “120” or Ijana Namakumyabiri. 

This referred to the 120 hand-made spears and lances that were received by 

the grantee from the Mwami. A historical example was the title of “120” 

granted to H.M. King Boudouin from H.M. King Mutara III in 1955. By 

tradition, there could never be more new grants of this title during the 
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Mwami’s reign than the number of fingers on His Majesty’s hands. For 

example, if some fingers were lost in battle, the number of new grants 

during the reign could not exceed the number of current fingers.  This is 

because this title and honour was a metaphorical extension of His Majesty’s 

personal hands.  Consequently, a Duc or Duchesse or non-Royal Prince or 

non-Royal Princesse is the highest honour His Majesty can award to a non-

Royal grantee. The remainder of this section applies to both 

Ducs/Duchesses and non-Royal Princes/Princesses. 

Marquis or Marquise 

     The titles of nobility of Marquis and Marquise are rarely granted. 

Historically, the equivalent of a Marquesal title in the Kingdom of Rwanda 

was a royal gift that translates as “63” or Mirongo Itandatu Nagatatu. This 

referred to the 63 hand-made spears and lances that were received by the 

grantee from the Mwami. By tradition, there could never be more new grants 

of this title during the Mwami’s reign than the number of fingers on one of 

His Majesty’s hands. This is because this title and honour reflected being a 

metaphorical extension of His Majesty’s personal hands, similar to the 

Ducal and Princely title.  

 Comte or Comtesse 

     The titles of nobility of Comte and Comtesse are occasionally granted. 

Historically, the equivalent of a Comital title in the Kingdom of Rwanda was 

a royal gift that translates as “50” or Mirongwitanu. This referred to the 50 

hand-made spears and lances that were received by the grantee from the 

Mwami.  

Vicomte or Vicomtesse 

     The titles of nobility of Vicomte and Vicomtesse are occasionally granted. 

Historically, the equivalent of a Vicomital title in the Kingdom of Rwanda 

was a royal gift that translates as “30” or Mirongwitatu. This referred to the 
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30 hand-made spears and lances that were received by the grantee from the 

Mwami.   

Baron or Baronne 

     The titles of nobility of Baron and Baronne are occasionally granted. 

Historically, the equivalent of a baronial title in the Kingdom of Rwanda was 

a royal gift that translates as “24” or Makumyabiri Na Kane. This referred to 

the 24 hand-made spears and lances that were received by the grantee from 

the Mwami. 

Sub-Chief 

     The title of nobility of Sub-Chief has historically been given only to males, 

but, in the modern era, a female may also become a Sub-Chief. Since Sub-

Chiefs have political responsibilities beyond the title and honour, His 

Majesty King Kigeli V has not appointed any Sub-Chiefs while in exile. 

Although the history is oral and cannot be confirmed in written form, the 

role of Sub-Chief in the Kingdom of Rwanda is believed to date back at least 

to 1350 AD.  

ORDERS OF KNIGHTHOOD OF ROYAL RWANDA 

Royal Order of the Drum of Rwanda 

     The power of the Mwami (King) was symbolized by a large drum called 

the kalinga, which translates as “token of hope”. The kalinga was housed in 

a palace and protected at all times by a guard. It was thought that if the 

kalinga was ever lost or destroyed, the Rwandan nation would end. Only the 

nobles and royals of the Kingdom of Rwanda were allowed to touch the 

drum. Therefore, when His Majesty King Mutara III envisioned this Order in 

1959, the drum was the most logical choice to represent the highest Order 

in the de jure Kingdom.  H.M. King Kigeli V created the Order in 1959 and 

re-affirmed his right to grant this Order on the 3rd of January in 1998. 
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     There are two ranks in the Royal Order of the Drum (Kalinga in the 

native Kinyawrwanda). The higher rank is split into two parts, Grand Collar 

and Grand Cross, and the lower rank is Commander. A recipient of the 

Grand Collar is treated as an honorary member of the Royal House of 

Rwanda, while recipients of the Grand Cross and Commander are not. The 

Order may be granted as a hereditary award or as a non- hereditary honour. 

Nobility is conferred upon the grantee. 

Royal Order of the Crown of Rwanda  

      The Order of the Crown, the second-highest Order in the de jure 

Kingdom of Rwanda, is the inheritor of the tradition of the Gucana Uruti, the 

burning of the javelin. This was a Rwandan ceremony where the greatest 

warrior, a true national hero, was honoured for having killed twenty-one 

enemies in combat under specific guidelines. Historically, the ceremony was 

held on the highest mountain near where the warrior lived. This distinction 

granted the honoree the right to be treated as a member of the family of the 

reigning king. The decorated hero that had undergone Gucana Uruti was 

allowed to wear the crown of the Mwami (King) when the Mwami was seated 

and not using it.  

     The Royal Order of the Crown (Ikamba in the native Kinyarwandan) was 

envisioned by H.M. King Mutara III in 1950, and it was formally instituted 

by his successor, Kigeli V, in 1959. In 1950, King Mutara III had his staff 

weave a miniature of the Crown of Rwanda as a gift for a state visit from 

another royal. This gift was a physical precedent for the Order, and it was 

also a prelude to its official introduction years later. 

     There are three ranks in the Order. The highest is Grand Collar, followed 

by Grand Cross, and the lowest rank is Commander. The Order may be 

granted as a hereditary award or as a non-hereditary honour. Nobility is 

conferred.  
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Royal Order of the Crested Crane of Rwanda 

     The Order of the Crested Crane (Umusambi in the native Kinyarwanda), 

the third-highest Order in the de jure Kingdom of Rwanda, is the inheritor of 

the Rwandan tradition called the Impotore, the torse bracelet. After a warrior 

killed his 14th enemy in combat, he was awarded this honour on the 

following conditions: the 14 kills had to be foreign adversaries killed in an 

authorized battle by the Mwami, and the deaths must occur on the field of 

war. The honour consisted of a bracelet formed from a leaf of iron and a leaf 

of brass. These were rolled together to form the twisted design of the torse. 

The torse bracelet was historically housed in a separate location and could 

not be placed on the ground as a sign of reverence. The torse bracelet could 

not be worn by a warrior concurrently with the necklace of the seventh, and 

the two items were required to be housed in different locations. 

     The Royal Order of the Crested Crane was created by H.M. King Mutara 

III as a continuation of the Impotore tradition. In the Kingdom of Rwanda, 

the award was granted with a feathered cap, which was a form of coronet. 

The Order was re-affirmed by H.M. King Kigeli V on the 3rd of January in 

1998, and it is inspired by the national bird of Rwanda, the crested crane. 

The bird also serves as a supporter in H.M. King Kigeli V’s heraldry. There 

are two ranks in the Order. The higher rank is Grand Cross, and the lower 

rank is Commander. The Order may be granted as a hereditary award or as 

a non-hereditary honour, although it is generally issued as a hereditary 

honour. Nobility is conferred upon the grantee. 

Royal Order of the Lion of Rwanda 

     The Order of the Lion (Intare in the native Kinyarwanda language) is the 

lowest Order in the de jure Kingdom of Rwanda. It is the inheritor of the 

Rwandan Umudende ceremony, the necklace of the seventh. This was a 

Rwandan custom where a warrior was honoured for having killed his 

seventh enemy in combat. The rules were similar to the aforementioned 
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Impotore. The historical distinction of the Umudende granted the recipient a 

necklace of iron that held small bells in an even number: two, four, or six 

bells were displayed at chest height. The necklace was historically protected 

in a separate house and could not be placed on the ground. Pre-conversion 

to Catholicism, the bells were regarded as a religious talisman that warded 

off evils spirits. The recipient was also awarded a lion’s pelt, and the 

investiture ceremony literally clothed the recipient in the pelt. This ritual 

demonstrated that the bravery of the grantee was akin to the lion, the king 

of beasts. The recipient was also expected to have a superior social status 

within the kingdom that would now be described as a noble class, and an 

annual tribute to the King was required with the regular sacrifice of a young 

bull. However, a decision of H.M. Kigeli Kigeli IV Rwabugili (a predecessor to 

the current King) removed some of the earlier obligations of Umudende 

recipients to allow the honour to be accessible to heroes of modest fortune. 

Under precise rules regarding the conquest or liberation of other kingdoms, 

a King could also be decorated in this way. Historical recipients include King 

Ruganzu II Ndoli (1510 – 1543 A.D.), King Mutara I Semugeshi (1543 – 

1576), King Kigeli II Nyamuheshera (1576 – 1609), King Kigeli III Ndabrasa 

(1708 – 1741), King Kigeli IV Rwabugili (1853 – 1895), and King Yuhi V 

Musinga (1896 – 1931). King Yuhi V removed the killing requirements for 

the honour after Catholic missionaries and German colonists began their 

work, and this honour was granted to some of them.  

     The spirit of the Umudende ceremony was retained by the reverence 

granted to recipients of the Order of the Lion. The Order was founded in 

1946 by King Mutara III Rudahigwa, the first Catholic King of Rwanda. It 

was created as a Royal State Order of the Kingdom of Rwanda, registered 

with the Vatican State in 1947 (through the Foreign Missions Office in Paris), 

and it has been awarded to such distinguished international figures as H.H. 

Pope Pius XII (1950), H.I.M. Emperor Haile Selassie of Ethiopia (1957), H.M. 

King Baudouin of Belgium (1955), and H.G. Don Francisco Borbon y 
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Escasany, 5th Duke of Seville and Grandee of Spain (2005), among others. 

The design for the insignia of the Order dates to 1955 when it was drafted 

by artisan company Arthus-Bertrand. The grant to H.H. Pope Pius XII also 

contained the traditional lion’s pelt, and His Holiness received the first 

Letters Patent of the Order.  Shortly before, H.H. Pope Pius XII had granted 

King Mutara III and future Catholic Rwandan kings the title of “Most 

Christian King of the Rwandans”, which is similar to a previous style used 

for the historic kings of France. The lion also serves as a supporter in His 

Majesty King Kigeli V’s heraldry. Its creation as a Royal State Order makes it 

unique from the other Rwandan honours since the others were created as 

royal House dynastic honours. The Republic of Rwanda did not retain the 

Order of the Lion, and H.M. King Kigeli V continues to grant the Order in his 

right as a de jure head of state. 

     There are five ranks in the Order. The highest rank is Grand Cross, 

which is followed by the Grand Officer rank. The third-highest rank is 

Knight Commander or Dame Commander, which is followed by the Officer 

rank. The lowest rank is the Knight or Dame rank. The Order may be 

granted as a hereditary award or as a non-hereditary honour. Nobility is 

conferred upon the grantee. 

Royal Guard 

     The Royal Guard is a historical continuation of a ceremonial guard that 

provides protection and service to H.M. the Mwami. Within the modern 

context of a title and honour, a grantee into the Royal Guard receives a 

hereditary knighthood or damehood, as well as the style of Chevalier/Dame, 

but the recipient does not belong to an Order. The Royal Guard is junior to 

all the official Orders of the de jure Kingdom of Rwanda. Nobility is not 

conferred upon the grantee. 

     The title and honour of Chevalier is granted to all male members of the 

Royal Guard. Similarly, the title and honour of Dame is granted to all female 
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members of the Royal Guard. This honour does not confer nobility upon the 

member. There is no post-nominal that signifies membership in the Royal 

Guard, but a member may officially describe himself/herself as a “Member 

of the Royal Guard of H.M. the Mwami of Rwanda” or “Membre de la Garde 

Royale de S.M. Le Mwami du Rwanda”. 
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